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Sick Days

The grade five students were making M argaret Duncan ill. By January she had
used up almost one-third o f her sick days—home w ith the flu, a reaction to the
flu shot, three colds, and a sinus infection. Headaches, dizziness, cramps.
Twenty new pounds had bloated her hips and thighs, causing her to bury her size
six September dress pants far inside the dark hold of her closet, and, when Carl
was down from university, undress for bed in the dark. The kids were breaking
her down. The air in the classroom buzzed with hormones.
"I hate you," spat Destiny Albert.
M argaret was resignedly checking the division homework. Incomplete,
incorrect, crumpled, stained, reeking of cigarette smoke. No m atter how many
times they reviewed the work, the same six students understood, approaching
boredom, as the others fell behind. Destiny, as usual, hadn't even taken hers
home.
"Destiny, that's inappropriate. You know you'll have to stay after school."
"But I can't!"
M argaret didn't w ant to stay after school either. The final bell was a
release from the gate; when the students screamed down the stairwell, tumbling
on top of each other at 3:30, she wanted to race past, thrust them aside and
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launch out the door, into the yard, across the street, dodge traffic, and flee,
brown curls streaming behind, grade five students choking and scrambling. She
shifted her feet, a curl falling behind her ear. Tucked the clipboard under her
arm, twirled the hair around a finger, and squeezed it back into its schoolmarm
bobby pin. Her snug white T-shirt raised slightly above her skirt, exposing a
small, acute angle of belly. She pulled the T-shirt down and out o f her armpits.
M e t Destiny's slit-green eyes glowering through her long, blonde bangs,
catching as she blinked. The other students murmured and began to squirm,
Friday crazies simmering. She turned her big brown eyes wide to Destiny.
"W ell, you should have thought of that. Sorry Destiny."
"I HATE you!"
Margaret's nose flared. She tapped her black M ary Jane toe onto the
floor. "Go stand in the hall." Destiny was a seated wall, crossed arms tightening,
chin lowered into her chest. Her teacher breathed deeply, hands moist as she
gripped the clipboard. Clenched her teeth, cheeks thrusting, beginning to flush.
Tried to relax her shoulders. "Now." Destiny scraped her chair and w ent,
stomping and huffing. M argaret noticed as she passed th at they were almost
the same height—a full foot taller than in September. Tony W ang giggled as she
reached the door.
"Shut up! S hutupl" Destiny lunged at Tony, grabbing his chair, pulling it
out from under him, his little body plunging to the floor.
"Destiny!"
She turned to Margaret, green eyes wild in her red face, hair thrashing,
and flung the chair at her. It missed by inches and smashed against the front
blackboard, the blue-moulded seat detaching from its metal legs in a clamour of
bumps and clangs, then settling on the floor. Margaret dropped her clipboard,
adding to the clatter. She spread open her fingers, turned her face from the
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pieces of chair, to Tony, his eyes welling, to the other grade fives, some faces
emotionless, some close to laughter, to Destiny, still by the door, body heaving.
"Office. Go to the office." M argaret reached the black class phone and
began to dial the number. She turned back to Destiny, the receiver suspended
near her ear. "N ow !" Destiny swung the door, creaky on its hinges, then
slammed it behind her.

It was Margaret's first year teaching. That autumn she began receiving her first
salaried pay cheque, joined the dark morning, blank-faced bus commutes,
skipped breakfasts, and limped, (hi honey!) home at the end of the day, brain
and body exhausted. An adult world of children.
"Hello Miss Duncan."
"Ms."
"Right, M /z." Robert Bigney had introduced himself during the stuffy,
dusty, literal warm-up of ordering desks and sorting ripped books, the last week
of searing city August. He taught grade six across the hall and had begun at the
school around the tim e his students were born. Robert already looked well into
his forties—chalky and stretched, a gin blossoming nose—though must have
been younger. Yet, M argaret could tell, he'd once been cute. His oval green
eyes were still reflective and kind, his personality magnetic and eager, when he
wasn't drained from teaching, which was usually, or wasn't drinking, which was
often.
"I have your class list." The tw o teachers squeezed on top of Margaret's
desk and leaned in to scan the sheet; Robert's T-shirt was dimpled w ith moisture
and stained yellow around the neck. He shook his head as he read, his over
sized, blue-rimmed glasses sliding down his nose. "You have a tough group."
"Debbie told me."
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Robert looked at her. His glasses were smudged. "Principals don't tell you
everything. Their last tw o teachers quit or retired suddenly. And, oh, listen," he
pointed to a name and they both looked, his breath rank on her shoulder. "Don't
get into a power struggle w ith Destiny Albert."

After a year and a half together, M argaret had learned to enjoy listening to
Carl's plans for their future. W ith careers as a cop and an educator, weren't a
home, marriage, and maybe (probably) kids just the next, easy step? But,
Margaret thought, according to whom?
M argaret had never been in the habit of thinking far ahead—month long
lesson plans were a chore—so she let Carl talk and plan, barely hinting at
disagreement. Things were ok with them and since Carl was a good guy, and she
was working full tim e, she didn't want to waste tim e thinking about anything
else. Wasn't a relationship about sharing your life and dreams? It was tim e to
share, having realized her own.
Often with love, or with relationships, M argaret didn't choose, they just
happened. But M argaret chose Carl. They'd lived together in the same
townhouse during her year of teacher's college and his second year of sociology.
As roommates, she watched him studying on the couch, weighted by the big
words in his thick textbook, staring at the space between the living room and
kitchen.
"W hat are you thinking?" she asked as she stirred her fourth pot of
spaghetti that week.
"I can't believe I paid ninety bucks for this book."
"Ninety bucks better spent on beer?"
"I don't drink." Carl turned back to his text.
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Since M argaret hadn't really known anyone who didn't drink—especially
at university, and especially in teacher's college—she decided Carl was more
serious and therefore more mature. It was tim e she grew up w ith her life.
On a Friday night, roommates gone, M argaret proposed chicken
parmesan and Carl accepted. The townhouse filled with the smell of bubbling
cheese and tom ato sauce; at the table, Margaret's gaze lingered whenever Carl
looked at her above the vanilla scented candle.
"You don't mind if I have some wine?" Margaret asked.
Carl shrugged.
"You're not my responsibility."
Later, as Carl did the dishes, M argaret hooked her hands quickly on then
off his waist, and he turned, and they kissed, still hungry after dinner, fat, hard
tongues. They started to make their way through the townhouse, but while
Margaret was willing to pause on the couch or desk, Carl led a straight line to his
bedroom. They were naked fast, he was inside her faster, yet once there he was
slow and patient, steady, steady, steady until she came, and since M argaret had
never come her first tim e with anyone else, she took this as a sign. Reliable,
dependable.

She shelved her chin between his shoulder and neck. This is what

she needed.
Now, M argaret and Carl saw each other most weekends while he finished
his last year of school. They talked nightly on the phone, even when they had
nothing to say, silent dimes-per-minute adding up. A t Margaret's apartment,
they spent a lot of time on her couch.
"I always thought I'd have a large family, you know, maybe three kids. A t
least tw o anyway." Carl rubbed Margaret's soles as they curled in front of a
rerun of Friends. Rachel, pregnant with Ross' baby, felt that at thirty, this was
her last chance for children.
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"Lucky you don't have to squeeze them out." M argaret clenched the tops
of her thighs.
"They have drugs you can take— ."
"That they inject into your spine."
"You said you wanted kids?" Carl's eyes shimmered TV blue.
"I've already got twenty-eight."

Like some little girls, M argaret had had a playroom o f dolls. Yet while many
girls played mom or bride, M argaret lined her dolls on the floor and played
teacher, wearing out her green chalkboard to unusable smoothness. After that,
Margaret turned the board over to the magnetic side and slid her colourful
alphabet into hundreds of words.
In university, she began working at a daycare, and like some teachers, she
knew magic. W hen M argaret transformed red and yellow into orange, every
little body at the day care had crushed into her thighs, paintbrush sprouts in the
air. A t storytime, no bums squirmed; no one had to pee. Tears were tickled to
laughter, and when she spoke, M argaret heard her English echoed in place of
some of their Cantonese. During each moment, her chest growled like a
stomach; it wasn't pride but hunger. When they learned she was also filled. All
want vanished.
Teacher's college was going to be the first bite of a long, satisfying meal.
At orientation she met the forty classmates she would accompany to all of her
classes, not just theory but phys. ed., art, even science.
"Look around." said Dr. Hildenbrand, the music professor. "As you
embark on your careers, you are about to meet your life long chums. You'll be
standing up at each others' weddings!"
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"Assuming we wanna get married," M argaret muttered to the scrubbed,
bobbed dyed-blonde beside her, before she noticed the platinum, marquis
setting on her finger.
"Now get up and mingle. Complete the people scavenger hunt! M ake
sure you introduce yourselves as teachers." Dr. Hildenbrand was like many
music teachers: too marching band. M argaret looked at her sheet. Find
someone who is over forty! Find someone who's been to Australia! Find the
person with the most kids!
"Have you been to Australia?" M argaret asked the blonde.
"No, but, uh, let me see. I know the primary colours. Red, green, and
blue."
"They're red, blue, and yellow," M argaret corrected.
"Are they? Oh, it's not important. What's your name? Miss— ?"
"Ms. Duncan."

Margaret decided to use the scavenger hunt her first day teaching the grade
fives: Find someone who's read every Harry Potter book more than once. Find
the person with the most brothers and sisters. Find someone who's had chicken
pox.
"Miss?"
"It's Ms. Duncan, uh," Margaret looked over her class list, "Dakota."
"I'm Destiny."
”Oh. O f course. I'm sorry. You have a question?" Margaret's mouth
watered.
"This is gay. Do we have to do it?"
M argaret emptied, queasy. "It's fun," she said weakly. "You'll get to know
each other."
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"But we already know each other/' Destiny said.
"W ell I don't. And don't use the word gay."
"Ogay. I mean kay."

By morning recess th at January Friday, most of the teachers had heard of
Destiny's thrown chair tantrum . M any believed it a weakness in teaching. N ot
moods. N ot bad parenting.
"When I had Destiny tw o years ago," said W ilt, slurping his stale recess
coffee, then resting it on his earth globe stomach, "I never had problems."
W ell, congrtufuckinlations, W ilt.
M argaret kept breaking unspoken rules.
"What's the social fund?" she asked Robert in September.
"We collect money for weddings, babies, people who get sick. Usually for
flowers."
"So I have to give my last forty bucks to some fund me and the tw o gay
teachers on staff will never get anything from?"
"W e gave Davis and his partner a gift on their tw entieth anniversary."
"I'm not paying. I can't."
"Well, it's what we do. A lot of teachers won't like it if you don't."
"W ill I get bullied, then, if I don't?"
"No. Ok, you may not get married, but you might get sick. You never
know."
A t lunch hour that Friday, the staff room was empty. M argaret was still
trying to decompress over a pepperoni slice from the store while staring out the
window at the kids' lunch-trudged snow paths. Because of the morning
incident, no one had invited her to lunch, but did she really w ant to watch W ilt
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stuff his overblown gut w ith a bacon double cheeseburger and fries? Robert
interrupted Margaret's view.
"Something tells me you'll need a drink tonight."
"Something, or someone?" M argaret began unwrapping her chocolate
bar, sucking it slowly from solid to liquid.
Robert shrugged, gulping his stewy, reheated leftovers.
"A few of us are going to The Jack and Stone. You should come." He
blinked at her squirming mouth.
"I don't know. Carl'll be in town tonight."
"When?"
"Later."
"Tell him to meet us."
"Ok, ok." M argaret crumpled her wrapper, getting up from the sticky
table. She had a pyramid lesson to plan. "We'll see." She stepped away, then
turned. "Hey Rob?"
His eyes jerked from her ass to her face. "Yeah?"
"Is your classroom open? Can I look through your social studies books?"
Robert fished through the nylon pockets of his tracksuit. "Here," and
tossed her his warm keys.
M ost Fridays, M argaret climbed the stairs to her apartm ent lusting for
Carl to be inside. She clomped on the stairs expecting Carl to open the door as
she jangled the keys and, smiling, encase her within his long, hairy arms, pulling
her into the apartment. Drop her bags at the door. He'd kiss her neck, grip hair,
unbutton her shirt and run his tongue around to her chest, back and forth, a
bridge of spit between both nipples. She wanted to work at his belt and fly as he
led her to the bedroom and onto the bed, franticly strip and suck, then fuck
away a week of work tension, unyielding and clinging, bellies slippery, her deep
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breath filled with their weary and peppery smells which matched, she'd realize,
the smells in the kitchen. M argaret flushed, and as she pulled her keys from her
pocket, all internal muscles tightened.
Carl was always settled on the couch, staring, flip, flip, flipping the
channels of her TV. Tapping the end of a Pringles can into his raised mouth for
crumbs.
"Carl." M argaret dropped her bags and slumped. Her muscles slack, she
suddenly had to pee.
"Yeah?" Carl glanced over his shoulder. "Hey, good to see you. Sorry I
ate all the chips."
"Did you start supper?"
"In a minute. Do you w ant to?"
M argaret placed on the empty kitchen table her just bought bottle of
wine, then joined Carl on the couch.
"Do you w ant to go out tonight?" M argaret asked after a peck on Carl's
cheek.
"Nah. Let's rent an action movie. Lots of shooting."
"Exactly."
Now most Fridays, M argaret had abandoned these fantasies. By the end
of the thrown-chair day she was ready to do some fucking drinking w ith the
teachers. She left the school feeling more assured in months. Forget sex. Get
drunk.
Robert and three other teachers were at The Jack w ith a nearly empty
pitcher and a new, full one already on the table. The winter afternoon darkened
quickly and the pint glasses were never more than half-empty. M argaret lost
count of pitchers consumed. The other teachers left one by one and by seven or
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eight (M argaret would look at her watch but kept forgetting the tim e), it was
just M argaret and Robert.
"I sshud Carl. I shhood call Carl."
"Didn't you already?"
"Didn't I already what?"
Robert leaned in, elbows on the splattered table, hot, sour breath close.
Even his glasses seemed speckled in dried beer. M argaret smiled sloppy,
swaying.
"I hate teaching," she whispered, leaning in.
"You had a tough day."
"A tough year. I won't last three years. I hate them."
"Who?"
"The kids. Those little shithead assholes. They're barely ten. W hy are
they assholes already?"
"You doan hate them."
"I doan wanna teach." M argaret whined.
"You love teaching. Say, when are you going to marry Carl?"
"Oh, eveone alls asks. W hy'd you haftsa ask?"
Robert looked towards the door, then straightened.
"'Cause he's coming in the bar right now."
"Oh jeeszus, how'd he known I's here?" M argaret ducked her head.
Carl stood at their table for a minute, looking as though he didn't w ant to
sit down, before slowly sliding out a chair.
"Hey Carl," Margaret waved, "when you gonna make an honest teacher
outta me?" She snickered.
"How much have you had to drink?" Carl asked.
"I have no idea. We'll know when the bill comes."
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"How's school, Carl?" Robert asked.
"Fine. Midterms. Margaret, we should go."
"But you're just here," M argaret pouted.
"Stay," Robert added, "we could order wings. Let's get a glass, you sshud
get in on this pitcher."
" I- ." C a r l started.
"Oh, Carl doznut drink," M argaret shook her head.
"W hy not?"
Carl looked at Robert.
"M y dad was an alcoholic."
"Ah, right. W here you goin' Marg?"
"Pee. I've gotta pee. N'more." As she stood, beer sloshed from her glass
onto the table, then trickled into Carl's lap.
"Ohm ssoory!" She pointed at Robert, scowling, then pulled a t the
bottom of her T-shirt. "N'more, sserioussly. Look at w hat I didta Carl. Poor
Carl."
"Ok." Robert grinned and Carl frowned.
On the toilet, a hazy blur of naked bodies fluttered into Margaret's mind.
As the images solidified, she realized it was Robert's dick she was thinking of
sucking, and blushed from guilt and excitement. Did she w ant that? She'd
never thought about cheating on Carl but suddenly knew that if they were going
to be together for a while, she absolutely would. Was that wrong or natural?
And was th at future Robert? He wasn't that cute but he wasn't bad, and he was
older, maybe he'd know what he was doing. There were days, though, at school,
when he definitely smelled like liquor store cologne. The taste of decay, his
tongue in her mouth. Where else could he rub that tongue? His drops of sweat,
hot vinegar on her back. But. She wiped with the toilet paper a few extra times,
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then forgot to wash her hands. W hen she opened the bathroom door with her
ass, Carl was waiting on the other side.
"Is w hat I allsways w a n t/' she mumbled.
"I was washing my pants. Let's go." Carl hooked Margaret's arm and led
her like a child to the table.
"You going?" Robert asked.
"Looks like it." Despite her pink cheeks, M argaret felt a chill. She
searched for her scarf and began coiling it around her neck, stretching back to tie
the knot behind her head. As Carl left to get a cab, Robert studied her, eyes even
and following her hands, stopping before they reached down for her coat. His
gaze, half-lidded, lowered to her sudden nipples. His hands gripped and
squeezed his pint glass.
The hasty bar exit, the cab ride, barely spilling out onto the sidewalk in
tim e to puke in the fresh snow, sliding her body along the railing up to her
apartm ent— it was all blurry as M argaret dropped her keys twice outside the
door. She forgot about Carl until he reached to grab her keys.
M argaret squeezed past Carl's body and started padding towards the
bathroom, hand to her mouth.
"Oh, I gotta barf."
"You're beyond drunk," he said, closing the door firmly.
"So drunk." M argaret collapsed in front of the toilet, grateful for once
th at the seat was up. Carl came to the door.
"I'm going to bed."
"So sick," M argaret bleated. "Water?" But Carl was gone.
A fter dozing on the bathroom floor, M argaret dragged a bucket beside
the bed, throwing up until her stomach emptied. She dreamed of Destiny,
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walking and holding her hand, then letting go and running from her, tripping,
waking before she was seized.
She spent most of Saturday in bed, getting up to gulp w ater and orange
juice, wait for the Brita to fill, take Advil. Always, Carl was on the couch
watching hockey or reruns. Silent. Late afternoon, she sat beside him.
"I had a bad day yesterday," she started.
"You always have a bad day."
"Destiny threw a chair at me."
"Some day I may get shot at."
"Some day I may too."
Carl turned down the volume, though he didn't need to.
"W hat the hell were you thinking getting th a t drunk with th at fucking
guy?"
"W hat are you talking about? W e've gone out drinking before. There
were other teachers there."
"N ot when I got there. You both looked pretty guilty."
"Oh, Christ, I'm still too sick to fight. There is no point in fighting about
this. Rob is my co-worker and a friend. Nothing else. I w ant to hang out with
him 'cause he actually knows w hat the hell I'm going through. He's a teacher,
he's had some of my students. I feel like I can't talk about work with you 'cause
you seem so damned bored or you don't understand. Most of the tim e
whatever's on TV seems more interesting. I try to complain and you just say,
'you're complaining too much.' W ell it sucks sometimes and I've gotta bitch."
"When you w ent to the bathroom, Rob nudged me and said, 'Hey, Marg's
tits look great in that shirt.' This is the guy you wanna get drunk with?"
"Are you serious? Did you agree?"
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"I just w ent to the bathroom. Look, if you w ant to do this as your career,
you're going to have to avoid being so negative. You already look drained and
old."
"Oh thank you so fucking much."
"I'm telling you th a t 'cause you're my girlfriend. I do w ant to help.
Drinking isn't going to help."
"If I keep teaching I'm sure I'll still drink sometimes."
"W ell, how about if you w ant to drink, you could think about m e—give
me a call or something—can you try and I'll try to listen?"
"Right. Ok."

The practica schools had had limited spaces so M argaret found herself doubled
into a grade one classroom with Tori, the engaged blonde.
"I wish I could get the kids to call me Mrs. Ducharme now. They can't
even pronounce 'Miss Kusmierczyk."'
"W hy don't you try 'Ms. K'P" M argaret said.
"I don't know. It just sounds so... lesbian."
The first day, Tori brought cupcakes with silver sprinkles. "Peanut fre e !"
M argaret had only brought her notebook. Despite the encouragement of their
supervising teacher, (M rs.) Edwina Pirzada, to sit and observe, Tori continuously
wanted to photocopy, wipe noses, accompany Edwina on yard duty. A t recess,
Margaret watched through the window as Tori chased the grade ones around
the jungle gym. During lunch, the tw o student-teachers sat together in the staff
room.
"I love kids," beamed Tori. "M y fiance and I w ant four. How about you?"
"I don't think I w ant my own kids." M argaret bit into her turkey
sandwich.
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"Really? Sure you do. You have a boyfriend. You're going to be a
teacher. Great m aternity benefits. You could keep having babies and take years
off. Paid." Tori leaned forward and her voice lowered. "Listen, Margaret. You
should really get involved here more. You'll need a good evaluation from
Edwina to get a job."
"But it's only the first day. Besides, I don't feel the need to be another
woman who's gotta prove she's good w ith kids. I know I am. Right now I w ant
to learn."
Tori shrugged. "Ok, but it's a competition, and so far, who do you think's
in the lead?"
M argaret avoided Tori after that, and Tori began to sit with the other
female teachers at lunch, versions o f Tori, glossy and squeaky w ith glassy eyes
who twisted their engagement rings or rubbed their not-yet-showing pregnant
bellies.
"I know !"Tori cried one day. "It is so hard to plan a wedding during
teacher's college!"

Carl's hard-on pulsing into her ass woke M argaret sometime after one a.m.
"Who was the musical guest on SNL?" she asked fuzzily.
"I dunno. Some rapper guy." Carl pushed aside the hair at the back of
Margaret's neck and said this into her skin.
"Which guy? M y students would know."
Carl reached down the front of Margaret's pyjamas and rolled her nipple
between his thumb and finger.
"Ouch." M argaret squirmed away as Carl began yanking her pyjama
bottoms. "I'm so tired."
"You'll wake up."
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"And still kinda dizzy. Is my forehead hot? I think it's hot."
"You're always off."
Carl rolled onto his back.
"We're off. W hy are w e always off? I just don't feel like screwing right
now. I'm not faking. I haven't been."
"I hope not. Sick and otherwise."

Most parents thrust their kids back to school the second they're no longer
contagious. By mid-autumn, Edwina's grade ones were going through a box of
tissues a day. M argaret emptied her pockets nightly of moist white and green
wads. Before morning exercises, she noticed Corey struggling w ith his jacket at
the back closets.
"I'll help you, Corey." He had just returned from his chicken pox
quarantine and seemed thinner, the reddish-black scabs like marker drawn on his
pale skin. M argaret squatted to fiddle with his caught zipper.
"I have one down there, Miziss Duckon."
"Really." M argaret kept yanking at the nylon in the zipper teeth. His
hand brushed her cheek as he reached into his pants.
"See?"
She looked to her left. In Corey's hand, centimetres from her nose, was
his tiny pink penis, tipped w ith one red chicken pock. Apple juice smell of pee.
Margaret scuttled backwards.
"W ow , Corey, I hope it's not itchy."
"Nope."
She freed his jacket, and standing, almost patted his greasy, brown hair.
"Ok. Put it away and go wash your hands."
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"Carl. Hey, Carl!" He slowly pushed open the bathroom door to find M argaret,
her pyjama top unbuttoned, standing on the toilet to look into the vanity
mirror. "Look." Carl tried to study her stomach, though his eyes kept sliding to
her breasts. "Stomach." M argaret pointed.
"I'm sorry I said you looked old. You look good."
"Ugh. I've got chicken pox. It makes sense."
"You've had them."
M argaret stepped down from the toilet. "No, I never got them. Ok,
officer. I've had a fever. I've been dizzy and achy. I woke up itchy. Now look."
She pointed to five small boils on her stomach. "I'm contagious."
"I had them as a kid."
"I won't have to teach."
M argaret and Carl took a cab to the hospital, where they were
immediately brought and sealed into a private room. When the doctor entered
almost an hour later, he read the chart then looked at Carl.
"You can w ait outside."
"But I'm her boyfriend."
The doctor looked at Margaret.
"Please w ait outside," he stated.
"I'll be right outside," Carl said.
"Sure."
"He's had the chicken pox?" the doctor asked as the door closed.
"Yeah. So it is chicken pox?"
The doctor nodded, placing the cold stethoscope on the top of Margaret's
left breast. She felt the chill on her nipple.
"You'll have to take at least a week o ff work. You work?"
"I teach grade five."
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"Ah. Do you have any children?"
Margaret snorted.
"No. Why?"
"Well, if you w ant any in the future, you should be aware that chicken
pox can cause sterility in adults." He scratched a prescription and handed it to
her. "Make sure you take these pills and you should be fine." She looked at the
prescription, its scratch much like her students' handwriting.
"So, if I miss a couple, I may not be able to have kids?"
"That's a possibility." The doctor began to shuffle from the room and
opened the door.
"Maybe I should miss a couple," M argaret muttered as Carl, anxious as an
expectant dad, appeared at the door.

"Destiny, what's your destiny?" During another early w inter detention, Destiny
was staring, neck arched back, at the spit balls she'd attached to the ceiling.
"A model."
"Well, you'll be tall enough. But you're a great reader. There's lots you
could do." M argaret was marking a t her desk. She looked up at Destiny, who
seemed smaller alone in the classroom, the child she should be.
"I don't wanna be just a teacher."
"You don't have to be, but I wanted to be a teacher." M argaret realized
she sounded defensive. "I like seeing you learn. I know that school, lots of stuff
can be tough. Can suck. I w ant you all to know that learning doesn't have to
suck. You can like it, w ant to learn, know it's fun, and keep wanting to do it. Do
you ever think about going to college or university?"
"I dunno." Destiny was tearing apart her pink pearl eraser. "Do I hafta to
be a model ?"
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"Destiny, sure, be a model. But how long can you be one? Till you're
twenty-five? Then what?"
Destiny shrugged.
"I don't wanna be a teacher. Teachers suck."
"Then don't."
"W hy are you a teacher, Miss?"
"Because," M argaret capped her purple marking pen, "no one told me this
crap when I was ten."
A fter Destiny's tw enty minutes, she bolted from the classroom w ithout
putting up her chair. M argaret came to her desk and brushed her eraser bits to
the floor, where she noticed that night's homework sheet, creased and dirty.
Sighed.
A few days later, M argaret was filing the December report cards into her
students' school records. She began reading through their psychological reports
and behaviour commentaries. In grade two, after Destiny's parents' divorce, she
spent days jumping onto her desk on all fours to bark and neigh. Tap danced
during O Canada. Spat on the teacher. Her teacher at the time? W eighty W ilt.
Margaret looked at Destiny's collage of class photos from J.K. to grade five.
Various lengths of hair. The grade one bowl cut. By grade three, her gummy
smile had been replaced by dark, under eye circles, the same shadows that had
only just begun to darken Margaret's eyes.
A t home, M argaret went through her own class photos. She had fa t
cheeks well into high school. Looking closely at her own grade five picture, she
noticed her brown eyes had hints of green, were almost hidden by her long,
dark blonde bangs. Here was Destiny, fifteen years earlier. Children weren't
smaller copies of us, even other people's children. Not spirals of history. They
were old and given up by ten. Girls were getting periods and breasts at six. Boys
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were mopping floors and delivering papers, or wandering the streets and digging
through garbage at seven and eight. M argaret wanted these kids to go on:
college, university, careers. But by the tim e they graduated high school, if they
did, they'd be ready to retire. M argaret pictured Destiny growing up to tell the
world it sucked, then thought she probably wouldn't. How many, in fact, would
Carl arrest? Some would throw chairs, but the rest would sit on the floor, sick
and tired, their chairs stolen and broken. M argaret was realizing she needed a
handle on her own present and future before she could even think of creating
another life. But having put so much tim e into so many others' kids, would she
really want to have her own?

A fter the hospital, Carl left for school and M argaret broke the news to her
principal. Then called Robert.
"I have chicken pox."
"Scratch and win."
"A Destiny-free classroom and I'm home."
"She won't get suspended."
"Are you serious?"
"Yeah, they don't anymore. Swearing, fighting, graffiti, chairs. Parents
can't watch them; don't w ant to. Too much paper work for the principals. She'll
be in the office Monday, back in your class Tuesday. If she w ent home, she'd
watch TV. She's gotta pull a knife."
"That'll be next, when I get back. W e'll start a tu rf war in the classroom. I
think I'll lose. W ere you wondering why I hate this?"
"Never. But it's a job. Jobs suck. Would you rather work through the
summer? Sit in a windowless cubicle all day, handcuffed to a computer, only to
get up to pee and talk about Friends at the water cooler?"
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"You mean, there are jobs I could work where I could pee when I want?"
Margaret laughed.
"Not eat lunch when a bell rings."
"Grab a needed snack and not have tw enty-eight pairs of hungry eyes
staring at you as you chew?"
"Sit down? W ork somewhere th at doesn't smell like puke or shit?"
"W ork with adults?"
"Adults are children. It's too upside down. The kids have adult problems
and I've got a childhood disease."
"You're o ff work, paid. Destiny-free."
"Think she'll miss me? Her aim will go downhill w ithout the practice."
"We'll all miss you."
On Thursday there was a knock at Margaret's door. It was Robert,
delivering flowers.
"Hey spotty."
"That's not very original. Nor are flowers." M argaret smiled. "But thank
you—from you?"
"W ell, they're supposed to be from the school, but since someone didn't
contribute to the social fund..."
"Free flowers are for babies."
"And weddings. W hite wine and tulips are for chicken pox." He nodded
to the bottle at his feet.
"Don't you have to work tomorrow?"
"It's Friday."
M argaret and Robert drank the cheap wine from plastic cups. Her cheek
rested against the back of the couch.
"Sorry about the cups. Dirty dishes, dirty hair, dirty apartment."
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"You don't smell so bad, but you should wash, you're covered in these
spots."
"Oh, shit, really? I wonder if I should be drinking."
"Too late."
"How's Carl?"
"He's very Carl."
"You know, I was married."
"Was."
"My ex has a family now. That's weird, but I didn't w ant that. Now she's
happy. I was never happy. I never made her happy."
"W hy didn't you want a family?"
"I didn't w ant to work the same job for tw enty four hours a day. You
don't get summers o ff as a parent."
"You know, the wine's making me happy. I can't stop watching A
Wedding Story. It's self-torture. All those French braids and satin sleeves.
Skinny grooms and spherical brides. So much mascara. Carl and I have actually
argued about tuxedos. Not too long after we first met. I said they make men
look as silly as boys playing dress-up. He said it's tradition. Tradition! So's
quitting my job after marriage. Yes, let's hold onto traditions. I'd much rather
Carl do the working and the voting. I should just cook and clean. It's trad itio n !"
"To teaching, the greatest tradition." Robert raised his pink cup. "Are you
still contagious?"
"You haven't had the plague?"
"Yeah, ages ago."
"The Middle Ages. W hy you asking?"
Robert was quiet for a long time, swirling the wine around in his cup.
Some of the night at The Jack was coming back to M argaret in chunks. Robert's
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comments about her breasts turned her o ff and on. She was strangely glad he'd
noticed. She was feeling a bit of the wine.
"I have pox inside my bathing suit area/' she grinned.
Robert stood up.
"I should go. Hope you come back soon."

On the last day of their practicum, Edwina had conferenced separately with
Margaret and Tori, Tori before school and M argaret after. They said their
goodbyes a t the end of the day.
"How did it go, Tori?"
"Glowing."
M argaret sat across from Edwina at her desk. Yellow chalk rimmed the
cuffs of Edwina's blue blouse and was imbedded into the cracks of her fingers.
Margaret looked at, then wiped her hands on her pants.
"You do have a good rapport w ith the students. They seem to trust you."
The grade ones had made her a card. On the cover was a drawing of
Margaret: square-bodied, a big, red, one-line smile, crayon brown hair, black
marker M ary Janes. Glitter on her sweater. Tori, she noted, had no glitter on
her card.
"You need to remember, though, that they are just kids. Your vocabulary
is often too adult, too strong. W hen you talk to the kids, it's not the same as
talking to an adult. You could use a different tone of voice. Softer, higher,
gentler. Like Tori."
"Ah."
"Tori will be a great primary teacher. Maybe you'd be better at a higher
grade. Five and up. You're too aggressive for this age."
"But I don't know if they should be babied."
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"They are babies."
"They grab each others' crotches in the school yard."
"Oh, they just see that on TV. Now you're being too combative. To be a
teacher, you'll have to learn to join and blend in. You could have helped out
with one of our sport teams. A school works best as a team. Actually, you may
w ant to consider being a substitute teacher until you get used to that idea."
"But I sat one-on-one with some of the kids, w e read, they said they really
liked that."
"In life, you'll never have tim e for that. It doesn't look as good and it's
not as visible as, say, fundraising or coaching volleyball. Really, what's the use of
all that tim e spent reading to just one child?"
That night, M argaret sobbed into Carl's chest.
"Nothing's going right! I w on't get a jo b!"
"At least we're going right," Carl said, and M argaret kept crying.

Before returning to work, M argaret was worried th at whatever thin authority
she had over her students had probably rotted like milk forgotten in the fridge
during a vacation. Yet as she rounded the corner to her classroom, she saw her
door covered in already fading construction paper cards.
"Aww, they did miss you," Robert gushed, coming out o f his classroom.
"You or the sub put them up to this."
"Actually, no."
"Really?"
"You know, as little as you think you're doing for them , you are the most
stable thing in a lot of their lives."
"At least I'm a thing." M argaret unlocked her door, dropped her bag
beside her desk, and sat down. On top was a large black star with silver gel pen
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swirls. Opened the card, and read: Your back, V Destiny. M ore stars drawn
around. Though M argaret had yelled at Destiny for scribbling all over her
notebooks, she had taught the class how to draw those stars.
That Friday night, waiting on her couch for Carl, M argaret realized she
was no longer afraid to dump him. She had begun this relationship thinking
she'd needed stability. But w hat did stable mean? M argaret thought
support—Carl's chest when she cried about her poor evaluation after the grade
one practicum, someone to listen. But while Carl's stable was a solid-walled
home, all warm blankets and central heating, a rented movie w ith kids, a wife,
and chicken parmesan, right now, Margaret's stable was a temporary shelter,
four walls and a straw floor, containing a seemingly tame, easily spooked,
ultimately wild animal eager for the door to open each morning. It hadn't taken
Carl long to voice these dreams, but when he pressed M argaret for hers, she said
lately she'd been dreaming in black and white and didn't know w hat th a t meant.
Carl said she should see a psychic and M argaret looked at her palm and couldn't
decide which line meant life and which meant marriage.
In another year, Carl'd be done school and get a job, no problem. Ready,
set, go. Thank god she had started teaching. She saw how kids were turning
out. No one seemed to realize the potential terror, the complexity, of parenting.
Because she now knew it so well, the good and bad, she also knew she could
never do it, even though knowing this she'd be better at it than most. She
realized that her dreams hadn't ended because they'd happened. Teaching and
Carl had been a distraction and she was ready to wake up and start again.
Maybe Carl could change, but he was already in a relationship. On his
own, she had to let him do th at on his own. She would tell him that, explain the
need for time, though she already knew those were words she would say and
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not feel, as empty as 'I love you'. As soon as her door was open, and she said
goodbye, she would close it quickly behind him.
M argaret heard the rattle of his keys and got up from the couch, ready to
stop him at the door.

Afternoon yard duty and M argaret didn't mind. The asphalt schoolyard was
bleached with late w inter light; she had given up yelling at kids to put their
coats back on. She paced the junior yard, one hand inside a big, brass bell.
Robert was walking towards her.
"This isn't your yard duty; what's the occasion?"
His face was concern.
"You and Carl broke up?"
"I knew I wouldn't have to tell you."
"You ok?"
"Absolutely."
"So I brought you this for nothing?" Robert held out half a day-old donut,
its grease already clear stains on the napkin.
"Oh, no thanks."
Robert shrugged and ate. They watched the school yard, a blur and yelp
o f colourful students.
"W hat are your girls up to?" Robert nodded to a giggling cluster.
"I don't know. This last week they started bringing their dolls to school.
They probably haven't played with them in a couple of years. They kinda laugh
about it, then pass them around, talk in baby voices. Like they're being ironic
but clinging suddenly to something. Most of them have gotten their periods."
"Are the boys teasing them?"
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"N ot really. A t first, a bit, but the girls were pretty tough about it, so
they w ent back to their soccer."
"No dolls for Destiny."
"She's got a book." Destiny sat on a sun-dried spot of bench, bent into her
novel, oblivious to the screaming yard. M argaret turned to Robert.
"Kids w ant so much to be us, but most of the tim e we don't know w hat
the hell we're doing. M ost adults w ant to be other adults, scared to be
themselves. W hy can't us so-called adults remember that great kid stuff—th a t
need to make everything fun, not work too hard, the unselfconsciousness of
pretend. Destiny may think she's hiding, and she is, but she's also exposed right
there in the middle of the school yard, every student dizzy around her and her
solitary and still, her brain and eyes the only thing moving."
"Do you w ant to go for a drink later?" Robert asked, smiling back towards
the school.
"No I've got tonnes of marking. I'm behind on my plans."
"Have a glass o f wine, though," Robert called.
"Oh, I will."
W hen the bell rang, M argaret clanged her own bell, fierce at the end of
her wrist. The students awoke from their games and began to file into
squirming lines.
Destiny ran to Margaret.
"Miss, can I ring the bell?"
"Can you ask properly?"
Destiny rolled her eyes.
"Ms, Duncan, may I please ring the bell?"
"Sure." M argaret, holding the clapper, handed the bell to Destiny, who
seized the wooden handle, and w ith her whole, wild body, grinning dramatically,
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began pealing a resounding, clear toll into the corners of the yard th at sang as
bright and electric as the w inter sun.
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Some Just Ski and Shoot

Break up. Fiona considered this phrase. Its meaning wasn't just the end of her
relationship with Ian, but the effect that end was having on her body.
Fractured, crumbling, emptied. Split open. She needed stitches, staples, a place
to heal.
"Are you sure you w ant to come home?" Candace asked on the phone.
Fiona hadn't called it home in ten years.
"I've gotta get away from my ghosts."
"You'll only find more here."
Fiona grabbed tw o backpacks and garbage bags. In tw enty minutes she
packed almost all of her clothes. Though she hoped she was packing for just the
weekend, that Ian, lost, would call and beg her back, she knew it would be
longer. As he watched TV, Fiona began to steal the theirs and his of six years of
stuff, moving fast, heart thumping, as though the apartm ent was burning and
an incomplete check-list flashed in her mind. A rt books. Jazz CDs. Photographs
framed and loose. A concert T-shirt. Some letters. Finished, she slouched and
panted at the bedroom door. Closing her eyes, she wanted to memorize Ian.
She knew he would continue to breathe, his hair and fingernails keep growing
like a on dead body. He lay, together and calm, buoyed by pillows.
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"I'll get the furniture soon. I'll email. Don't fuck her in my bed."
Ian rolled his eyes.
"The couch is mine."
"The couch is yours. Fuck her on the couch. Please don't kill my plants."
"I won't."
"Really? For some reason I don't trust you." Fiona heard the cab honk.
She heaved together her bags. Ian didn't offer to help and Fiona didn't know if
she wanted him to. "I won't be one of those girls who keeps calling. I won't
w rite you tw o years from now hoping there's still a chance."
"I know you won't," he nodded, eyes on the TV.
Fiona's own eyes strained against tears. She looked a last tim e to their
bedroom. Ian was pale and still, fading.
Predictably, the train to Sarnia stopped dead between tw o fla t fields, the
three-hour trip well past hour four. It was February, but it was also
southwestern O ntario—winter was months of November until spring. No twists
in the land to stop the sharp, fast winds; hardly any snow to lift and soften the
frozen, stumbling mud. As this view darkened to indigo, mist rose near the
edges of the woodlots and hovered. Fiona's face began to reflect in the window,
steadily clearer. For a while, she watched herself chew her fingers, the overhead
lights erasing her eyes. She held her cell phone in her lap the whole time,
checking often to make sure it was on, that the ringer was loud enough, change
'ring' to 'vibrate'. She perused the list o f names and phone numbers and stopped
on 'Us'. She changed 'Us' to 'Ian', then eventually deleted the number.
Fiona dozed against the cool window, her oily forehead smearing the
glass. She hadn't showered in a couple of days; she was losing her hair. Her
stomach growled but she couldn't eat. She had felt this way before—she had
dumped and been dumped, though she had forgotten how it felt, how it
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damaged. Ian and she together had been a six-year shell. Before Ian, since high
school, she had always been ready to leap or defend, an instinct th a t had faded
with her trust in them and in love. Now, unprepared, these feelings snapped like
the late winter wind, and w ith them came new realizations: th a t she was older,
more cynical, maybe less attractive. She had lost contact with so many friends
and inside that stalled machine, she was trying not to suffer.
Fiona did not w ant to feel like this now or again. She pulled out a pen and
her little, Japanese-paper notebook (a gift from Ian on her last birthday) and
began to make a list.
1.

Do not trust anyone.

2. Do not love anyone.
3. Don't move in w ith another partner again.
4. Become your own friend.
5. Don't lend any money.
6. Don't busy yourself fixing other people's problems and lives. Fix your
own first.
7. Even when you're happy always know th at it could end.
8. Use your time. Don't let it slip away.
9. Don't follow another person's dreams. Figure out your own dreams (get
a job).
10. Always know that everything is temporary. Don't kid yourself that it
isn't.
Fiona read over her list. A couple in front of her was murmuring, foreheads
touching. In between the space of their seats they began to kiss, just lips and
smiles, then stopped, her head bending to his shoulder. They were younger than
Fiona, maybe early twenties. Ian and Fiona had taken this train a few times, and
Fiona remembered carefully spreading out her jacket over their laps, hands
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traded down each other's pants, squeezing, stroking, fingers knowing, faces
blank, eyes closing. W hen she came, Fiona stretched open her eyes and nose,
like hiding a yawn, ass rising slightly o ff her seat. She couldn't trust her open
mouth until Ian had his turn in the tiny, jolting bathroom, until she could push
her exhausted face into his chest and moan. She looked at her train ticket as the
couple resumed kissing. February fourteenth. Picked up her list and added:
11.

Fuck Valentine's Day.

then called Candace.
"Fiona, how are you ? Where are you ?"
"Lost, stopped in limbo. Surviving minute to minute."
"What?"
"Somewhere outside London. I thought I could get on this train and start
my life over. Now it's stuck. I'm trying really hard not to call Ian. I keep
picturing him getting cum on my bed and I w ant to let the phone ring and ring
to disturb them."
"You're blithering. And don't call him."
"W ill you pick me up a t the station? I'll call when I'm almost there."
"Oh, sure."
"Do you ever make lists?" Fiona asked.
"Like grocery lists?"
"Like 'change your life' lists." Fiona read hers into the phone. Candace
paused.
"Change your life, sure Fiona, but don't suffocate."
"W hat if I changed 'anyone' to 'anyman'?
"I think your battery's going dead."
The train reached Sarnia tw o hours later, and as Fiona stepped onto the
platform, the wind tore into her lungs, freezing her inside out. Even in the cold
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she could smell Sarnia: rotten eggs and rubber. In the station was Candace, her
cheeks as pink as her wound scarf, her face as excited as a long distance lover's.
They hugged. Fiona was always surprised at the soft smallness of women's
bodies, their yield and touch, round places to hide. W hen Fiona hugged Ian, he
rarely bent to meet her. She had to stand on her toes, straining, his body an
abrupt resist. Fiona and Candace were level. If Fiona stood tiptoe, she could rest
her head on Candace's black crown. A year ago, while hugging her goodbye a t a
subway station, she had suddenly kissed her cheek. Down, not stubble. Oddly
surprised, Candace had blinked and pulled away, jumping onto the chiming
subway. Now, in the train station, Fiona stifled this urge.
The parking lot air was dusty and headache cold.
"Oh, I parked over there. I'm sorry."
"Candace, I don't care. You picked me up."
"There it is." Candace bustled away to unlock her car, her corduroy legs
whipping. She threw Fiona's backpack into the trunk, then leaned in to move it
aside for the other bags. Her cords sat low on her hips, her jacket rose up, and
Fiona studied Candace's t a t t o o , S j , its Chinese characters gooseflesh on her
back above her red underwear.
"I always loved your tattoo."
Candace yanked at her jacket.
"Zi you," she pronounced. "It's cheesy. I regret it. I got it right after high
school."
"Free," Fiona smiled. "Don't regret anything."
"Even Ian, then."
"That'll take time."
"Coffee?"
"Then let's go to the waterworks."
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"No boats or fries in February. Too cold for couples."
"Lots of blank sky and water. W e'll keep each other warm."
A t the water filtration plant, Candace and Fiona sipped their coffee. The
car windows began to steam.
"Remember Todd?" Fiona asked.
"You messed around in high school."
”1

lost my virginity here tw o days after your and Wayne's New Year's

party. Coulda been romantic, but it was cold and it hurt and one of the things I
kept thinking about was the foul taste of coffee in his mouth, like vom it. Reality
edits romance."
"I try not to think about that party. I lost my virginity in the bandshell at
Canatara Beach. After it was over, I could hear the waves, yet was distracted by
the sand in my ass, wondered, if I'm bleeding, could I get an infection?"
"That was with Wayne, right?"
Candace cracked her window. Waves slapped against the breakers.
"Urn, actually, no. I was at a party one July and met this older guy and we
drove there and it happened. I was fourteen—not even in high school. I never
saw the guy again—he was from outta town. W e didn't even use a condom.
Stupid. I can't really remember his name. I never told anyone 'cause I was kinda
embarrassed."
"I can't believe you never said."
"Some secrets aren't worth telling. Old ones expire. W e shouldn't stay
too late. I have work tomorrow."
"I don't w ant to go yet."
Fiona sat up straighter, moving closer to Candace, the fingers of her left
hand gripping the edge of her seat. She wished impossibly fo r anything to keep
them there a little longer, some distraction, and shifted again, trying to get close
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to Candace w ithout looking like she was trying. Candace kept her eyes on the
water.
"Don't," she said.
"What?"
"Kissing me wouldn't be a good idea."
"I w a s n 't-."
"You look ready to pounce."
"W hy can't I kiss you?"
"W hat, you get dumped, you're a bit lonely and horny, and you thought
I'd be a good fall back?"
"I didn't think of you as a 'fall back'. Ok, maybe I thought we could have
some fun."
Candace started her car and blasted the defrost. Her face was suddenly
ghoulish from the dim dashboard. The Fort Gratiot lighthouse beamed its green
light into the car, sliding over their faces, then back out across the black lake.
"Are you seeing someone?" Fiona asked as the car backed up.
"That's not the point."
"Then w hat is the point?"
Candace straightened the car and stepped on the gas.
"Fiona, you can't now think you're going to be a dyke 'cause you got
dumped by another guy and men aren't working for you. That's not how it
works."
"And you're an expert on how these things work?"
"Maybe you do need to fuck someone. It's not going to be me."
Passing over the railway tracks on Michigan Ave., Fiona lifted her feet.
"W hat are you doing?" Candace asked.
"For good luck, remember?"
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"N ot really."
Fiona grew up behind Sarnia's tw o large cemeteries. As a kid, Candace
would urge Fiona to plug her nose and close her eyes whenever their parents
drove past.
"We'd go by these graveyards, like now, and you'd say, 'don't let the
spirits in.'"
"So I should be plugging my nose right now?"
"Shit, Candace, is it gonna be all tense? I didn't think it would."
"No, you didn't think."
The car lights flickered and reflected on the polished tombstones.
Candace didn't seem to be breathing.
As she parked in Fiona's parents' driveway, Fiona began to shuffle around
for her scarf and mittens, and said:
"I wish someone kept records."
"W hat are you talking about?" Candace replied.
"W ell, in the history of Fiona and Ian, he'll always be the dumper and I'll
always be the dumped. I hate this right now; I want to puke having to walk into
my parents' house. I was thinking on the train about how I knew. It was already
ending, or it already had."
"You always know. Everything is trying to warn you. You can smell it in
the air. The water tastes off."
"The water always tastes different in Sarnia."
"Ok, so here you know when things start smelling and tasting good."
"Yeah, I mean, I'd started applying to out-of-town schools, was trying to
save money. I'd even donated a sweater he'd given me. It wasn't a bad sweater,
it just didn't fit right, and the fact that it didn't fit bugged me so much I couldn't
wear it. How many times were his hands on my body?"
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"How many times, then, was he thinking of your body while he was in
your body?"
"I don't know if I'm ready to think of that. So maybe I was already ending
it and Ian could tell. He just beat me to it, jerk." Fiona climbed out of the car
and got her bags from the trunk.
"Try to sleep," Candace said just before Fiona closed the car door.
"We'll see," Fiona answered. A fter Candace had sped down the sleepy
street, Fiona wished she'd made some plan to see her again. Soon. W ith o u t a
plan, her nausea broke into empty loneliness as she opened her parents'
unlocked door.
Fiona's promise not to call Ian didn't last tw enty-four hours. W ide
awake at midnight, she dialed their, his number. The line was busy. She hit
redial every tw o minutes until 12:45, when he finally answered.
"I thought you said you weren't going to jum p into anything w ith her."
"W hat are you talking about?"
"I thought we were so great," she whined "You're making me do this. I
w ant to fall asleep holding your hand. I miss the way you breathe!"
"You said I snored. Fiona, I've gotta go."
"You're gonna call her!"
"No, I w ant to sleep."
"Well, I'm glad one of us can sleep. You can't want this."
Ian sighed and spoke slowly.
"Fiona. Listen to me. W e will no t get back together. It is no t going to
happen. You have to believe me. I do not love you anymore."
Fiona hung up, gasping, and started to regret telling Candace not to
regret anything. She did know deeply th at she and Ian wouldn't last. W hile
they were together, Fiona often dreamed that they weren't. Even awake and
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staring at Ian's hill of a body under the sheets, clinging suddenly to his back, she
couldn't convince herself th a t he was solid, th at he wouldn't sublimate. Now he
was already amazingly diminishing, yet other, briefer moments were flaming
embarrassment. Candace and Wayne's N ew Year's party. The call to Ian. Her
lust, once again, for Candace.

Back in Sarnia, Fiona began to think a lot about high school, about nights in
Candace's bed.
"When I was younger, I would beg for a little sister."
"I used to wish my sister was never born," Candace replied.
"I always wanted to turn to someone and talk about our family, and that
person, that sibling, just nod, w ithout pity or question, and know exactly w hat I
meant."
Candace had rolled her head around on her pillow, her face very close on
the streetlight lit bed.
"You can get that from a good friend. You know you can talk to me
anytime." Her warm breath in Fiona's eyes.
"Thanks," Fiona whispered.
Because her parents wouldn't let her see her boyfriend, in her second last
year of high school Candace had moved out o f their house and in w ith Wayne.
Their apartment was just behind the school, so Fiona went over often to do
homework, smoke stolen cigarettes, sometimes drink on weekends, though
Candace didn't really like to drink in case it affected her marks.
W hen W ayne started going to Western, Fiona sometimes slept over.
Candace said she missed his breathing, missed the cycle of their paired sleep, as if
in the night everything quietly fit and traded: skin and legs and hair confused in
dream. Candace said she would wake up and forget where she was and who she
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was, that each night her and Wayne's selves were becoming not just each other
but a new other, like mating and keeping the genes. A t seventeen, still a virgin,
Fiona didn't completely understand, though she wanted to. Though the same
age, Candace always seemed older. Talking late, Fiona would fall asleep in
Candace's bed instead of the couch. The longer W ayne was at school, the
smaller the sleeping space between the girls became. They w rote on each
other's backs, tracing large, upper case letters, pressing hard when someone
guessed A instead of H. One morning, Fiona awoke curved backwards into
Candace's body, Candace's bare thighs stacked against her bum, her left arm
wrapped and skimming her nipples. Needing to pee, Fiona wouldn't move until
she heard Candace yawn, felt her sniff her neck.
"I like how you smell in the morning," Candace said, rolling onto her back.
"When I sleep here, I always think I smell like you." Fiona also rolled onto
her back and reached under the covers to pinch Candace's thigh. Candace
grabbed her hand and spliced her fingers between Fiona's.
"I have to pee," Fiona whispered.
"Me too." She released Fiona's hand and got out of bed. Fiona watched
Candace tread barefoot down the hall, straight to the bathroom at the opposite
end, in a Western T-shirt and flowered underwear, long black hair bouncing off
the top of her high ass. She sat on the toilet, the bathroom door open, and
rolled her underwear to her knees.
One weekend, Fiona and Candace got into Wayne's vodka, mixed heavily,
unfortunately with Coke.
"I thought you didn't like to drink," Fiona said.
"It's a skill everyone should learn."
They played music and lounged on the couch, legs up, Candace's between
Fiona's. The rain was turning to snow.
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"Wayne's almost done exams."
"Great/' Fiona said flatly. She had stopped asking about Wayne.
"We're going to have a New Year's party. Come. Invite Todd."
'That'll be fun." Fiona gulped her drink, trying not to taste it. "This is
really gross."
"You wanna go out to get orange juice?"
"This'll do." Fiona hesitated. "So I guess Todd wants to do it."
"So why don't you?"
"I'm scared it'll hurt."
"It doesn't have to. It shouldn't."
"When he uses his fingers it does. It kills later when I pee."
"He's not getting you w et enough."
"W hat are you talking about?"
"Guys usually wanna shove in whatever they can whenever they can.
They gotta learn to be patient, take tim e around the edge of the pool before
they dive in." Candace circled her foot in the air then punched her big toe
towards Fiona, almost hitting her crotch.
"Do you like fucking Wayne?"
"I guess, yeah." Candace thought. "Actually, I like the other stuff more."
"W hat other stuff?"
"The eating out stuff. Does Todd go down on you?"
"I don't know."
"Do you know w hat th at is?"
"Maybe."
"Does Todd put his face down there?" Candace circled her foot again.
"Use his tongue on your clit?"
"I'd remember that. No."
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"Oh, you gotta get him to do th a t before you do it."
Fiona grabbed Candace's glass and w ent to the kitchen. She didn't w ant
to admit to Candace th at she actually didn't know which part was her clit. Or
what exactly 'going down' meant. She added extra vodka to their glasses. She
did know th a t more alcohol may help her ask. But this alcohol was also making
her dizzy.
When Fiona sat again on the couch, her heart was thumping like it had
when she wanted to kiss Todd for the first time. She opened her legs around
Candace's and slid down to rest her head, then couldn't keep her eyes open.

Now I'm tired, Fiona thought. The women were downtown at Ups and Downs,
Sarnia's only pub. All week, sleep had been the idea of sleep: lie in bed, eyes
open, fingers ripping and peeling. She watched her life form in the shadows of
her old bedroom, along the rows of tiny, pink rosebuds that for tw enty years
had lined her walls. Jail cell bars, she'd once thought. She tried to rearrange
those shadows, her back to the clock that counted the hours like minutes. And
when she thought she had it arranged, her ideas vanished, all guesswork
anyway.
"Now I'm tired," Fiona repeated to Candace as she sat down w ith tw o
fresh pints. "I can't sleep when I should and I dream when I'm awake. I'm glad
you called. How much for the pints?"
"M y treat."
"God, when was the last tim e I heard that?"
"Six years ago?"
"Thereabouts. I had my first bar drink here on St. Patrick's Day, in high
school. I got a margarita 'cause it was green. I figured I could handle the tequila
'cause I'd had a shot at your place on that New Year's. I'll never handle tequila.
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It's not quite an acquired or mature taste like beer or wine. I think the trick is
th at you can't grow up and grow into liking it. Remember the vodka and Coke
night?"
"Yeah, a little. Yuck."
"That was the first tim e I passed out. In the morning I was back in my
bed, naked. W hy was I naked? Life's unanswered questions. A couple days later
I figured out how to masturbate."
"Someone gave you a pamphlet?"
"I looked at pictures in my mom's anatomy book. Used a mirror."
"Clever."
"W e horny are a resourceful bunch." Fiona noticed Candace wasn't
looking at her. "I'm sorry about the other night. W e don't have to talk about
sex and stuff. I mean, not togeth— . I m ean—."
Candace smiled. Fiona relaxed.
"Don't worry about it. And don't forget we're friends."
"You forget about friends when you date someone for a long time. I
could have worked on that more."
"Everyone could work on th at more. You also forget to be friends with
your partner. M y last few relationships ended and I realized I didn't like those
people even as friends. So w hat was I doing with them? I'm sure we could all
remain friends a lot more often if we were friends to begin w ith, or used that as
the foundation, not sex."
"Not ju s t sex."
"Friendship and sex. That's a better marriage."
"How long has it been since your last major relationship. I'm sorry, I
should know—."
"Almost a year."
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"Do you mind if I ask w hat happened?"
"I guess we both wanted serious, but a different kind of serious. You
know, being queer, living in this world," Candace circled her hand, "can
sometimes suck. And sometimes I like th a t I can't fit into whatever people w ant
women to fit into. I liked th at marriage wasn't an option, even though it should
be, even though there are terrible issues w ith benefits and stuff. W hen marriage
was suddenly becoming an option, Shawna got really excited. She thought it
could be done uniquely, tw o chicks on top of the cake, ha, ha. I didn't see it as
funny, or different, just part of an old world I didn't w ant to be a part of and
that hadn't wanted me for so long. W hen I kept saying no, kept stressing the
money/consumer angle—how the wedding industry wants our damned dyke
dollars to o —Shawna said I was too angry. I said she was too naive, and, well,
you know how it goes. Let me ask you something," Candace added, "can you
name an attractive, middle-aged, 'married' dyke?"
"Urn, I don't know."
"Exactly." Candace sat back and crossed her arms. "Out of gay men, hets,
and dykes, dykes are having the least amount of sex. So many dykes I meet
w ant desperately to be in a committed relationship. They find someone, drive a
moving van to their second date, stop having sex, gain all this weight, buy a
house, and become the fridge and stove."
"I guess 'cause so many girls start planning their weddings in high school,
or, actually, before high school."
"I had other things to figure out in high school," Candace said.

W hen W ayne came home for the winter holidays, Fiona didn't see much of
Candace that last Christmas of high school. She also didn't see much o f Todd
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since he'd taken some extra Christmas hours at work, and therefore wouldn't be
able to make Candace and Wayne's New Year's party. Fiona didn't really mind.
The only plans she had for New Year's were to have fun, drink (n o t too
much), dance, spend tim e with Candace. She tried to ignore her other thoughts.
Candace was her friend. A girl friend. She couldn't have these thoughts about
her friend. Yet when she dreamed, or just woke up, or masturbated, her
thoughts were uncontrolled. Those were private times, and secrets never told
never seem to exist.
W ayne had invited a lot of his friends to the party. Some had come from
London and had been staying in the apartm ent for a couple o f days. Candace
introduced Fiona ("my best friend!") to most o f them. Fiona, watching Candace,
forgot many of their names.
"Fiona, sit on the couch and do a shot."
"Ok," Fiona obeyed.
W ayne gave her a lemon, a shot of tequila, and a salt shaker.
"W hat do I do?"
"You tequila virgin."
Fiona only knew tequila from one of the Poltergeist movies, where the
depressed dad had downed a bottle and swallowed a worm, which had expanded
into a monster that exploded from his mouth. Candace sat on the couch. Fler
hair was wavy. Her dark red fingernails matched her sweater. She had silver
tinsel tied around her neck. So did one of Wayne's friends—a girl with curly
dyed orange hair and high cheekbones—Trisha.
"Put salt on your hand or wrist, lick it off, down the tequila, suck quickly
on the lemon."
"Never suck too quickly!" some guy shouted.
"You wouldn't last past quickly!" a girl shouted back.
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"W ait! Lick the salt o ff each other's tits!" another hollered.
"Later/' Candace replied.
Fiona sprinkled the salt on the top of her hand, gulped the tequila, then
sank back into the couch as the putrid liquid slid hot into her stomach.
"Ugh."
"Suckthe lemon!"
She could barely get it into her mouth.
"Someone get Fiona something girlier," Candace demanded, getting up.
She was handed a Wildberry cooler. Trisha sat beside her and proceeded to
throw back tw o quick shots. She smiled at Fiona, who'd been watching.
"University isn't just learning from textbooks," she said, then followed
where Candace had gone to the other end of the apartment.
A t midnight everyone cheered. Fiona tried not to watch Candace and
W ayne make out against the wall, tongues sloppy. A couple of Wayne's friends
asked Fiona for a New Year's kiss, and at first she obliged, thinking them sweet,
until one guy pressed his beer-stinking mouth against hers too hard and
moaned.
An hour into the new year, Fiona's resolution never to drink too much
again had been forgotten. She stumbled towards the bathroom. For the first
tim e that night she didn't have to w ait in line. She hoped there was still toilet
paper as she opened the door. On the edge of the bathtub was Candace, her
sweater and bra pushed over her breasts, tinsel hanging between them, her jeans
and underwear bunched at her ankles. Trisha was kneeling, her back to Fiona,
Candace's red fingernails in her orange hair, her head nodding between
Candace's legs. Candace opened her eyes, saw Fiona, then closed them , and with
one hand, waved Fiona out of the bathroom.
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Fiona did not close the door tightly. Her legs, her crotch, felt as tig ht and
hot as her face. Candace's nipples were a very dark brown, almost black. She
shook her head and heard Candace command:
"Faster, Trisha, god don't stop now."
Fiona found W ayne downing another can of Blue in the kitchen.
"Hey, you didn't hear it from me, but Trisha is eating out your girlfriend
in the bathroom."
W ayne snorted.
"Yeah, right."
"Go join 'em," one of his friends laughed.
W ayne looked at Fiona, her face pale.
"You're fucking serious." He put his can on the counter, which dropped to
the floor, beer spilling and fizzing. Bolted to the bathroom.
"You fucking dyke cunts!" W ayne shouted. Everyone in the apartment
heard and turned.
Two days later, at the waterworks, in the back o f his dad's car, Fiona
finally let Todd fuck her. She did not tell him about her clit, or how w et he
should get her. He began with his fingers, the nails chewed and jagged, then
quickly, when he realized he could, unzipped his fly, pulled out his dick, and
shoved it, forcing, until it was inside. He came abruptly; Fiona didn't at all. His
body was heavy and her legs cramped. Though it did hurt like she knew it
would, she was crying before the pain.
Fiona never revealed that it was she who told Wayne. A fter the party
they broke up, and word spread quickly that Candace was gay.
"I would have liked to have figured it out on my own," she told Fiona.
"You were well on your way."
"I still wasn't ready to tell myself, let alone this stupid, narrow town."
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Candace tried to move back in with her parents, but they found out too,
and wouldn't let her come home. She could barely afford the apartm ent alone.
She had to start another part tim e job and her grades slipped.
Though not as often, Fiona still came over. Now she brought groceries
and movies, as well as homework.
"Fiona, you don't have to."
"I feel like I have to."
"You trying to be my girlfriend?" Candace smiled.
Fiona coughed.
"No. I mean, I am your friend." And Fiona swore to herself, from now on,
th at was the only way she'd think of Candace.
When high school ended, they both w ent away to university— Fiona to
Toronto, Candace to Montreal. They called, they wrote, they visited, at first
almost daily, then weekly, then a few times a year. Relationships came and
went. For a couple of months Fiona dated a woman.
Candace had been living again in Sarnia for almost a year when Fiona and
Ian broke up. After her father died, her mother become very sick, and despite
years of tension, she moved back to help. Fiona admired this, doubting she'd
ever do the same. Only her own needs would bring her back to Sarnia.

Now at Ups and Downs, Fiona was glad she was too tired to get drunk. She
found herself watching everything she said.
"Do you bump into many people?" she asked. They'd both kept turning
towards the door.
"Not too much, and I'm a bit surprised. I guess people have actually
moved on, or have kids and homes to hide in. I think I saw Todd one day. If it
was him, he'd lost a lot of hair."
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"Coulda been. He was thinning in high school. I think he stuck around
and got a job a t the plants."
"Give him a call," Candace suggested. Fiona tried not to feel slapped by
the suggestion, brushed off.
"No thanks. Fucking him in high school was one thing. God, the losers
we put up with for dick. Or used to," she looked at Candace. "Nowadays, I don't
think he'd be a, uh, whole lover. I mean you finally meet a couple of
decathletes, and after that, w ith some others, I'd rather masturbate and watch
TV."
Candace nodded.
"Male or female, there are a lot of triathletes out there."
"And some just ski and shoot."
As they cackled, the men in the bar turned to stare, then shifted in their
booths and stools.
"I am glad you're here, Fiona," Candace said. Fiona fe lt Candace's foot
brush against hers.
"Good, I was worried."
"So how was Ian?"
"I guess I kidded myself that it was good. There was enough other stuff,
besides sex, going on. I've been thinking, hey, I didn't come th at much, he didn't
pay much attention to me. Or change positions. Sex shouldn't sound like you're
in the bathroom. Guys hit thirty and lots of them, like Ian, can only ski. You try
not to fall asleep, waiting. Do women know w hat they're doing?"
"Not always. Some don't know what makes them or their partners come.
Can't communicate it. Same athletes, different games." Candace thought. "Or
same games, different uniforms."
"And how are you?" Fiona blurted.
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"I've done my training."
Fiona pushed her foot harder into Candace's. Candace slowly moved hers
away.
"I already said we shouldn't."
"Why?"
"We're friends."
"So? Great."
Candace was quiet a long time. She finished her beer.
"I'm not gonna be a rebound."
"You're n o t - . "
"Fiona, I can tell right now th at I will be. I've been wondering if this going
out tonight was a good idea. Maybe not. Let's take a bit more tim e, ok?"
"W hat do you mean?" Fiona tried not to cry. Tried not to think th at the
conversation sounded like another break up. Candace got up and put on her
coat.
"You have to relax," she said, "you have to heal on your own."

W hen the body breaks, the mind is exposed. Fiona had gone crazy before. She
remembered collapsing on Steve's floor in a tantrum when he revealed he had
another girlfriend. Or dressing in a red dress to sit and wait for Thom's surprise
Valentine's visit—a surprise even to Thom —tw o months after they broke up.
Then calling him at midnight to ask why he hadn't come. Fiona hoped Candace
could help her forget Ian, refract her obsessions, not double them. She had to
find something to do.
In the Sarnia Observer, the same jobs were always listed: hair stylist,
nursing assistant, AZ driver, welder, plant manager. She actually called The
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Bluewater School of Hair Design to ask about classes. For the season they were
already full.
She borrowed a car and drove to the lake, the bridge, the animal farm at
Canatara Park. But Sarnia is a summer town; sand blew into her eyes at the
beach and only a mouldy donkey stood outside in the drizzle at the farm .
Nothing seemed to be alive. She sat alone on the concrete stage at the Canatara
bandshell, the winter cold seeping through her pants. Fiona swung her legs.
Was being with someone worth losing her mind each tim e it ended?
"Hello!" she yelled into the bandshell. There was no echo. Then she
returned home, checked her messages, and had to call Candace.
"W hat do you want?" she asked.
You, Fiona thought. Your unchanged body. Help.
"I didn't want to ask— ."
"Ask what?"
"Well, I have to get my stuff. Ian just left a message. He's moving out of
our, his, the apartment. M y stuff's still there. I have till the end of the month.
I'm gonna get movers— ."
"You can't do it alone."
Fiona started to cry and Candace was quiet.
"When do you wanna go?" she finally asked.
They took Candace's car and Fiona paid for gas. On the 402, driven so
many times, Fiona suddenly realized how unknown Candace now was, how
presumptuous she'd been to expect anything from her. They talked like
acquaintances, getting to know each other during the three-hour drive. Fiona
often watched the landscape, so much garbage in the ditches, broken stalks of
corn, skyward explosions of starlings from naked woodlots.
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Fiona got very quiet as they neared her neighbourhood. She marveled
how everything kept moving—snow had fallen, been shoveled, and melted,
garbage was still collected, mail delivered. Robins had begun to return.
"He w on't be there," Candace said.
"W hat will?"
They struggled up the stairs, arms full of empty boxes. Fiona's heart
banged as she unlocked the door.
It was like coming back from vacation to a robbery, though nothing had
been stolen. The air felt smoky and invaded, like a magician had just
disappeared. This was not her oxygen. All her furniture said nothing— ignored
Fiona, or seemed replaced by duplicates. M aybe she had expected her hanging
clothes to reach out and hug her, but the shirts were motionless in the closet.
Then she looked towards the bed—the last place she had seen Ian.
"Candace! That's not my bed." Fiona started shaking. She lifted away a
new duvet.
"Where is your bed?"
"That's a good question."
Fiona stomped about. Opened every cupboard and closet.
"It's here, in the hall closet. Disassembled." She relaxed.
"Do you think outta guilt he bought a new bed?"
"I guess, I told him not to fuck her in my bed, though that didn't stop him
while we were still together."
"Bad vibes, then. Couldn't get it up in your bed. Let's pack."
"Then leave this haunted house."
W hile Candace was direct and thorough, Fiona was scattered—spending
five minutes in the bedroom, tw enty sitting on his couch, staring. Candace took
a break and joined her.
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"A couple weeks before/' Fiona started, "we had come home from a movie
and were sitting here on the couch, talking. W e used to joke about weddings
and all those clich€ couple things, I guess to prove we weren't like that. When
we started dating I was tw enty-four and was thinking more about jobs and life,
not my wedding. So the first few times Ian and I talked, I let him know that, and
he never said anything about it, never agreed or disagreed. He passed the test.
Then a few months ago he turned to me on this couch and suddenly said, 'you
don't w ant to get married', realizing th at I didn't after six years together. I
always thought he didn't w ant to either. A fter living together, we weren't able
to communicate anything. And then, knowing th at I was losing him and control,
I started to stumble and say, 'sure I do, just not now, I mean, m aybe...'. I was
negotiating for something I didn't w ant. For what? To not be alone? If I'd
convinced him, and we'd gotten m arried...." Fiona paused and looked at
Candace. "I'm sorry, it's hard to concentrate."
"Don't worry about it."
Fiona got up and packed the bathroom, then Candace double-checked.
"You forgot some brushes and gel. And your hair dryer."
"Those are Ian's."
"Fag." Candace and Fiona laughed. "Hey, did you w ant to keep any
photos?"
"God, no."
"Did you ever tell him that sideburns were over even before the finale of
Beverly Hills, 90210?” She tossed a handful into the garbage.
"W hat was I thinking?"
A fter a few hours Fiona's stuff was sealed in boxes, and their hands were
black from newspaper.
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"I gotta wash my hands. Ian said he'll be back late, after eight, so we have
a bit of tim e before we should get to my aunt's." Fiona w ent to the washroom
and ran water in the sink. Candace came in and stood behind her. "Thank you so
much for helping."
"How do you feel?"
"Good, actually." The suds turned grey in her hands. "I keep thinking he's
getting o ff too easily. I wish I could do something to his shit. Smash his
computer, set fire to his bed— ."
"Be more passive."
"W hat do you mean?"
Candace moved beside Fiona. She grabbed the soap and Fiona's fingers
between her own hands, everything slippery in lather.
"Let's dirty his sheets."
"W e shouldn't have washed our hands."
"We should for where they're going."
"Ah."

During the tim e Ian and Fiona lived together, the only possession he ever
contributed to the relationship was the couch. Never towels or sheets, rarely
groceries. He'd hated doing laundry and making the bed. Ian's new sheets on
his new bed were masculine navy blue.
Fiona drove Candace's car to her aunt's. They hadn't really spoken since
they had carefully remade Ian's bed, covering their salty stains, their pine and
earthy smells soaking into the sheets and pillows. Fiona was still smirking as
they hit the highway, where Candace removed her right hand from the steering
wheel to suck herself o ff Fiona's fingers.
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"You said that wasn't going to happen." Fiona and Candace were sitting on the
front steps of the old apartment, waiting for the movers, the weather undecided
between sun and snow. They sat close to keep warm, their breath clouding as
they spoke.
"It was a special occasion."
”l've known you for fifteen years. Besides my fam ily, that's my longest
relationship; you can't be a rebound."
"Have you thought about w hat you'll do now?"
"For the first tim e it feels like I have no attachments. M y stuff's packed
and will be stored, Ian's gone. I should feel really clear, but I'm still sad and I feel
guilty for being sad. It wasn't th at great of a relationship."
"When my dad died my mom and I packed his stuff a month or so later
and it was terrible. Once the boxes, full o f all th at solid stuff, were sealed and
gone or stored, I felt like I was finally free, closing up my body too, making it
solid again. Then my heart and thoughts slowly followed. When you love
someone, your heart splits your body open and when that love suddenly ends, it
takes a while for your body to recover. M y dad was not a nice man. There are
things th at are always there, and regrets, and the memories from a smell or
angle of sun. The end of anything big is significant, it's all like the end of a life.
You have to mourn that life you thought you had. Use it to move onto the next
one."
"Around you I always felt like I was learning." Fiona paused. "I w ant you
but don't w ant to need you."
"Then it's tim e to live differently."
The moving van screeched and parked in front of the apartment. Fiona
directed the men, then stepped out of the way and watched as her boxes and
furniture were effortlessly carried downstairs and loaded. Six years moved in
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less than an hour. A fter the van was gone, Candace left to get her car. Fiona
breathed, her mind as empty as the old apartm ent, her body reassembling.
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An Unkindness of Ravens

M ark was at the desk in the spare room, working on a new children's book,
hunched over the paper and watercolours. I put my hand on his shoulder blade.
"I like the crow."
"It's a raven." He shrugged my hand away.
"Have you thought any more about letting me read the story?" I asked
his back. "I could proof it, give you suggestions."
"I don't know, we'll see." He continued dipping the small pointed bristles
in the murky water, touching them to the black paint, wiping the excess on a
rag, filling in the raven. "You don't have the time."
"How do you know? I just finished school. I know I have to find a job, but
for you,

1

have time." I glanced again at the desk and fingered a binder. "What's

this?"
"Research for the book."
"Can I look at it?"
"If you want."
I flipped through the pages o f photocopies, sketches, and scribblings.
Common raven or corvus corax...adult, three feet, beak to tail...Nankilstals (he
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whose voice must be obeyed)... trickster, creator.. .shapeshifter... barer o f bad
news...
"You using the truck today?"
I closed the binder and stood again beside M ark, my hand light on his
shoulder.
"It needs gas. No. Why?"
"I w ant to go to South River."
"Because?"
"There's a woman who looks after hurt ravens."
"That sounds cool."
"Well, I'll just be taking pictures. It won't be too exciting."
M y palm circled the back of his pilling green sweater.
"I remember we had this face painting day when I was in grade two. I
wanted to look like an angel. Mrs. M ackenzie touched my shoulder blades and
said I was sprouting wings. Then all the girls wanted to be angels." M y hand
stopped.
"So...can I take the truck?"
"Sure, but unless these wings are ready to burst, I'm coming too."

I had moved to North Bay in September for teacher's college. M ark, after many
weekend visits, had followed after Christmas. W e knew Highway 11 by instinct.
On the midnight Northlander bus it was indeed the longest street in the world,
the bristly upholstery always scratching my cheeks awake. Forty minutes in my
old blue truck to South River, the length of my thum b on a roadmap. A t the side
of the highway, the trees were beginning to green and bud, so I left the heater
off.
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Highway 11. A grey, cracked, asphalt line blasted out of the pink shield
rock. I had once waited an hour in summer construction traffic as they set o ff
dynamite to expand the highway into four lanes. Bumper to bumper trailers,
minivans, hitched boats. People getting out to walk dogs, pee, throw frisbees.
Then poomf, heads turning to the louder, BRRASHTTTof raining stones that
sent birds squawking into the air and the people and dogs into their cars.
Fifteen more minutes and we'd inched ahead, my arm dangling out the window,
towards the new landslide of rocks.
"Years ago, my nana and I were stuck here for over an hour in traffic. I
remember people—."
"You've told me."
"Oh. Oh, yeah. Sorry." I was driving, M ark was stiff in the passenger
seat, hands cupped and squeezed between his thighs. I pointed to the right.
"Didja see that moose crossing sign?"
"No."
"Night danger."
"What?"
"Moose." W hile my profs had told stories of animalized cars, w hat I'd
always found more frightening was the blackness that sucked in light like
gravity. One night, outside Powassan, my mom and I had switched spots and I
couldn't get in the car fast enough, running around the hood, chilled by the
shivering sound of crickets.
I sped us beside blurred redwoods, white pines, hemlock, spruce— browntipped from sprays of winter salt. Bleached birch shafts. It was one thing to
leisurely collect spring sap from the distanced maples of southern woodlots,
another to wander into these dense coniferous forests, lose direction, and panic.
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"If you were dropped in the middle of th at bush, do you think you'd be
able to make it out?"
M ark turned to the dizzy trees.
"W hat are you asking?"

A month into our relationship, before I even knew the name of Mark's first pet
(or whether he'd had one at all), we quit our jobs to backpack across Canada.
"This is spontaneous," I said on the stern deck of the Chi-Cheemaun, "but
wouldn't it be crazier to come back married by the ferry captain?"
”1don't think captains can marry people anymore," he mumbled slowly.
The boat lurched and M ark lost balance, paled, then puked into the wake over
the railing.
"Oh, M ark, are you ok?" I tried not to smile.
"I can't believe this is worse than the ferry to Vancouver Island." M ark
heaved and I rubbed my hand down his spine. Gulls followed, eager for more.
"W hy would it be?"
"It crosses an ocean."
"You don't know the Great Lakes."
On land, M ark managed better. He came bouncing out of the check-in
cabin at Lake Superior Parkas I was fanning outhouse smell from my nose.
"Good news. The Parks girl says there are tw o sites left. One's a kinda
bowl, the other's on a hill. I chose the bowl. It sounded more comfortable."
"W hat if it rains?" I gazed at the towering curls of cumulus.
"The girl said there's only a forty percent chance. Good odds. She was
really funny. Said she'd puked on the ferry as well." W e tugged on our
backpacks and started walking.
"Is she cute?"
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"Huh?"
"Your ranger girl. W ould you fuck her if I wasn't here?"
M ark stopped unfolding the park map.
"W hat are you talking about? You're crazy."
"You love th at lam ."
"I'm beginning to realize."
It was August and even the northern nights were humid. In just our
underwear, M ark and I lay on top of the gluey sleeping bags, the te n t fly open,
listening to raccoons snuff around our site, crickets chirp and echo.
"Do you really w ant to get married?" M ark asked.
"Now?"
"No, not now."
"To you? M ark, are you proposing?"
"No. No." His body shifted until his face was over mine. The bug spray
smell was biting. I could dimly see the outline of his hat-matted hair. "Someday
I mean. You think about it."
"I do and I don't. I always thought, it's cool to either marry right away,
like, within a month, or not at all. I would like to spend a lot of tim e with you."
"So if I proposed right now you'd say yes."
"You are proposing."
M ark sighed.
"Oh I don't know," I continued. "If I said no and you w ent away because
of that, I'd reconsider it, sure."
"Even though we've been together a month?"
"You're special." I reached under the elastic of his boxers to tease his
damp balls. "Why you asking?" I whispered.
"M m m , never mind." His lips opened around my ear.
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"Hey, is that rain?" I sat up.
"Hm m ?"

"Listen." Drops tapped the tent's roof, their slow walk moving quickly to
a march. "Shit. You put the ground sheet under the tent?"
"I thought it'd make the tent hotter."
"Are you serious? W e're in a bowl. Bowls collect water."
"Oh, come on, we'll be fine. The rain sounds great."
"It won't feel great."
By morning, after a night of near-floating, one o f the only things not w et
was the ground sheet, in which we wrapped the dripping tent, packing up, and
caught a taxi to a motel in W awa. The next day we were on a bus home.

The peeling, rust-bottomed truck rattled on as I slid Abbey Road into the stereo,
trying to drown out the sound of the missing m uffler by singing loudly to
"Because." For radio stations, we had few choices—C Kat country, EZ Rock, The
W olf. The only reasonable radio station was the CBC but we couldn't sing along
to discussions about salamanders, shad flies, and Lake Nipissing's low water
levels. Today, M ark wasn't singing.
"The turn-off's coming up, first one after the high school," he said.
"My uncle dropped out of there. When we were kids, he wanted to be a
marine biologist."
"What's he doing now?"
"He's your age. He had a kid at nineteen—she'd be, god, almost ten now.
Oh, he's a roofer."
"Here—here's the road." M ark pointing.
"Yeah, yeah. How far?"
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W e hit gravel. Over train tracks. Trees, trees, one or tw o bungalow
houses chopped into the landscape. Then brush grass, like the arctic in summer.
Exposed pink-grey rock. Dead, long-grass fields still squashed from the drawnout weight of snow.
"She raises huskies, too."
"Hmm?"
"This raven woman and her husband. In w inter they take people out dog
sledding."
"Yeah? W e coulda gone this winter. Too bad. Mark?"
"Uh, Karen said we'll go by one dog fa rm — not hers—come to an
intersection, turn right."
"Right."
Passing the first dog farm we could see about fifty dogs anchored
individually to bricks by short ropes. Plastic barrels on sides acted as shelters.
Some of the dogs—not pure huskies but m utts—stood up, wagged, and barked
at us and their neighbours. Others lay still, dozing in dirt patches near mounds
of shit, or stood silent and quivering, their tails curled and clinging to their
bellies. I slowed the truck at the turn.
"You think they've been out like that all winter?" I asked, thumping
through a pothole.
"They're bred for winter."
"Don't they look, well, distressed? Lonely?"
"They're beside other dogs."
"It just seems, you know, they'd be happier in a group, sniffing each
others' butts—."
"That's stupid."
I shrugged, shrinking. "Sorry. But don't dogs prefer packs?"
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"I guess, but sometimes they like being alone."
I chewed the corners of my mouth. "I read in your binder th at young
ravens are social, too. They actually pair o ff around the age of three, flirting by
flying in sync."
"Yeah, I remember that."
"Dogs and ravens seem pretty loyal. Remember what I told you about my
grandma?"
"What's that?"
"How when the family's dogs died, she'd stuff their bodies in bags, drive
up the highway, and dump them in a gorge."
"Christ."
"Hey," I started, turning to Mark's granite jaw , "who's Karen?"
"I'm not fucking her. She's in my pottery class."
"I didn't say you were."
"You were thinking it."
"Did you call this raven lady?" I asked.
"No."
"No? So we're just dropping in?"
"I guess." As we pulled into the driveway, dozens of huskies erupted from
their shelters in the long wire pens, leaping, yapping, and growling. The older
dogs bared their teeth while the puppies clambered through their legs and on
top of each other.
"DO YOU TH IN K SHE'S HERE?"
"WHAT?"
The screen door to the house opened and the raven lady appeared. As she
clomped down the plank stairs the dogs started to settle, focusing their blue,
brown, mismatched eyes in her direction. And so did we.
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She was not the raven-haired witch of the woods I'd expected. Her
stained jeans, tight and faded, revealed she was also larger than I'd pictured. Her
pants stretched around her stomach, which puffed out above her thighs. She
wore a thick, grey turtleneck, though she didn't have much neck to turtle. M ark
moved towards her.
"Hi, I'm Mark. I'm in a pottery class with your cousin Karen. She said
she'd call you?" Only the sound of fussing dogs. "You take care of ravens? I
brought my camera." He held it up. "Karen said you'd let me see them?"
"Karen. Riiighttt. Yeah." She scratched the cropped hairline at the back
of her neck. Her hair was short and shapeless, blunt-edged as though she'd cut it
with wing clippers.
"Did she call?"
"Don't always hear the phone."
"Oh. W ell, sorry to bother you. Lillah, right?" M ark extended his hand.
"Yep." She shook and backed away, her deep set eyes squinting, almost
sinking into her face. "Hey. Hey! Settle down over there." I jumped, thinking
she was talking to me until the dogs calmed. "I've only got the one raven right
now. He's not more than a year old."
"I see." I watched M ark nod. His eyes flicked between Lillah's large,
hanging breasts and her crossed arms. He looked at me and quickly raised and
lowered his eyebrows.
"Well, one's better than none," I said. I smiled. Lillah didn't.
"Ssooo," M ark tried, "the raven, he's—."
"The ravens are usually out now." Lillah stared at the sky across the road.
Blank, pale, yellow and blue. Clouds and sky blended. W e all stared and my
vision shimmered, unfocused.
"Pardon me?"
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"They come out around lunch/' she said, not turning her head."There's a
family that lives in the area—six of them. Around now they comeout to play.
Chase each other, fight over things they find. They've been coming less and
less—but I thought they'd come today." She turned slightly, and I watched her
round head in profile. "Maybe not 'cause you're here."
"They wouldn't care," I spoke. She looked at me.
"Ravens are pretty smart."
"Oh yeah," M ark jumped in. "I've been doing a lot of reading. They can
figure out how to open a cooler to get at the food."
"Can't they learn to speak?" I asked.
"Yeah, and they can im itate the sounds of other animals, and even
babies."
Lillah then turned to Mark. "W hy do you w ant to take pictures?"
"I'm working on a kids' book. It's about a raven. I wanna get some good
close-up shots for reference."
"I don't know if that's a good idea." She looked at his point and shoot
camera.
"Oh?"
"W ell, it's dark down there and the flash would scare him —he's pretty
jum py already."
Great, I thought, tw enty bucks in gas.
"Could I see it anyway?" he asked.
"Sure, ok."
Lillah and M ark walked up to the house, entered through the screen door
and disappeared. I stood for a second then moved to follow, but as I looked up,
the inside door shut tight. I stayed at the bottom of the stairs, my throat
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constricting. I wiggled my tingling nose and put my chilled hands in my jacket
pockets.

W hen I was in grade six, M r. Garvie told the class that he could pick one student
to go on a weeklong bird watching enrichment trip to Point Pelee.
"If you're interested, stay in at recess and I'll choose then."
At recess, nine girls stayed in their seats. I watched as M r. Garvie wrote
our names on pieces of small w hite paper and folded them into a plastic bin. He
lifted the bin above his head, picked out the papers, and called the names. In the
end it came down to myself and chubby Kelly Kingsley, my friend until our
mothers had met, not liked each other, and demanded we end our friendship.
W e did through insults and arguments, unknowing mirrors of our mothers. A t
th at moment, tw o papers left in the plastic red bin, M r. Garvie reaching in, his
wrinkled dress shirt untucking to reveal his hairy bellybutton, I clasped my hands
under my desk in prayer, raising my eyes to the crucifix above the blackboard at
the front of the class. Please, please. I love birds. I wanted to go on enrichment
last year to do Oliver. Please. N o t Kelly Kingsley. I hate Kelly Kingsley. Please.
"Kelly Kingsley."
I slouched in my chair and kicked the desk leg.
"But M r. Garvie, it's not fair! You know I love birds. She always gets
everything—what does she know about birds?"
"That's enough. Go out and enjoy the rest of recess."
When Kelly Kingsley returned, M r. Garvie let her speak for tw enty
minutes about her trip. She passed a bird's nest around the class. W hen I got
the nest I scowled and dropped it behind me, arm stretched high, onto Michael
Corgan's desk. It crumbled.
"Go to the office," M r. Garvie demanded, pointing.
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I stomped out, slamming the door.

I picked up stones and threw them at the truck tires. Some o f the stones
bounced up against the rust, dropping chips onto the gravel driveway.
In December I w ent down to Toronto to Mark's parents'for Christmas. In
his room, too awake to sleep, listening to his father's nearby snoring (M a rk was
assigned to the basement couch), I flipped through his art books. In the middle
of a new Maurice Sendak biography, a letter fell to the floor. On the envelope,
girlish, looping writing. I listened for sounds outside the door. Mark's dad
wheezed, gasped, snorted. I opened the letter. It was dated December sixth.
I read it twice, my cheeks flaming. M ark came in during the second
reading.
"Look w hat I found."
"You were snooping."
"I was reading."
W e argued in whispered tones for almost half an hour.
"You can't stay friends with an ex," I stated.
"Why?"
"'Cause someone's always doing it to get more."
"That's not true."
"Then what's this?" I pointed out the I'll always love you, XOXO at the
bottom of the page.
"W ell, that's not always true. And weren't you friends with th at music
promoter guy?"
"N ot for long, maybe a couple of years."
"So?"
"It's 'cause we never fucked."
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He rolled his eyes. "Oh come on, how long did you date?"
"A few months."
"And you never fucked?"
"That's not the point. How do you love someone then break up and shut
that off?"
"You just do. You have."
"Yeah, but sometimes it's still there." I flicked the letter, pinched in my
fingers.
”Ok, so she still thinks it's there," he said.
"Right. And, yeah, I was friends with th a t guy for a while. And others.
Until I met you. And why were we friends? Did I like him or did I like our
history? W h a t wasn't I letting go of? W h a t did I think I was still getting from
him that I was afraid to get or look for in someone else? 'Cause he'd seen me a t
my worst and best and I'd therefore been absolutely vulnerable to him was a
comfort and I was terrified of letting someone else see that. So I forgave a lot of
the fighting and lying and cheating we broke up over, shit that I would cut o ff
any other friend for just to feel that comfort, and you know, com fort can be
boring. Comfort's wonderful, except it's an excuse. It's an anchor. The past is an
anchor. So I loved hockey guys when I was fourteen, or didn't w ant to have sex
when I was sixteen, or didn't care about m y orgasms a few years ago, and
someone might say, I thought you had a big crush on Steve Yzerman, or
whatever, but now even your paintings turn me on, like fucking you isn't the
only thing that makes me come. That's how I am now, not how I was then, and I
w ant to be now, here, not there, 'cause there means stopping and not moving
and here means the future and growing, and you and all the potential o f all the
years I still have, not the tw o or five or ten years I had that are over. And come
on, could you see me and your ex hanging out? I'm sure you'd say something or
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act a certain way, and she'd be all, hey, what's he acting like th at for, he never
used to, and she'd be unhappy, and it'd be tense 'cause you're moving on and
when you move on and others don't, they get pissed off. And really, w hat are
you getting or needing from her, as a friend, th a t you could be, or maybe should
be getting from me, your lover and, I hope, your friend. I sighed. "Is it this long
distance thing?"
"No, but it sounds like you're jealous."
"Oh, fuck off, jealous o f what? That I'm fucking you now instead of her?
Or that I never get to see you and I don't know what the hell's going on in your
life anymore and w hat you think or feel?"
He shrugged and shook his head. "I love you. You know that."
"I miss you. I hate this being apart. I hate th at you're just a sweaty
plastic phone in my hand every night. Now I'm gonna try and call and you'll be
out and I'll pause and think, 'W h a t or who the fuck's he doing?"'
"Then forget it. I hate it here. I'll come back with you to North Bay."
I swallowed. He kissed me. I cupped my hand to his thin neck. W e
moved to the floor so the bed wouldn't squeak. The overhead light, which
appeared and hid behind Mark's shoulder, was too bright so late.
"W hat'll you do in North Bay?" W e stretched our carpet burned backs
and knees.
"I don't know. Take art courses at the college. Go on OSAP. Again."
"Maybe you could find a job?" I spread open my palm on his sunken
stomach, sliding it through his hairs and our cooling sweat.
"Maybe."

I walked to the husky pens. I thought about how flabby Lillah was. A lumpy
duffel bag I'd haul to the laundromat, straps bruising my shoulders. M any of the
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dogs were asleep now, but the puppies were lively. I crouched to them . They
came sniffing to the fence. All the dogs were separated into groups—one adult
with a litter. A shepherd w ith flock, a teacher and tribe. In the closest pen, the
elder's watching eyes were the colour of sky. The pups licked my fingers.
The door to the house creaked. I stood up and, turning, wiped my hands
on my jacket. The wind blew away M ark and Lillah's conversation as they
stepped slowly down the stairs.
"Hey," I called, walking towards them.
M ark nodded to me silently. "Thank you," he said to Lillah, and a t the
bottom of the stairs, extended his hand. Lillah took it and shook, lingering.
"Hey Mark," I interrupted, "can we get going?"
"Yes," he hissed. He slouched towards me. "I w ant to drive."
"Too bad." I got in the driver's side, put in the key. The truck hacked and
burped, starting, and I backed up to the gravel road, just as M ark closed his door
on the racket of huskies.
I turned finally to M ark as we stopped at a red light in Powassan. He sat
as far away as he could, his body pushed against the passenger door, head
turned east. He fingered the cord on his camera. In his lap was a pamphlet.
"What's that?"
"Hmm?" N ot turning.
"The paper."
"Oh," sighing, "it's just a brochure on dog sledding. List of prices, that
kinda thing." The light turned. I sped ahead.
"So, you hot for Lillah?"
"What?" Now he looked at me. "What's that supposed to mean?"
"Come on, o ff you go, alone in the house, I'm not invited."
"You weren't not invited."
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"I think you were making the moves on her."
"W hat the hell's your problem?"
"W hat the hell do you mean? You're the quiet one. I drive you down in
m y truck, no thank you and I've got a problem? Fuck you."
"Fuck you." He crossed his arms and turned away. I clenched my teeth,
blinking fast. Put on my sunglasses. M y hands began to sweat on the smooth
plastic steering wheel.
Passing Callander, I noticed the fuel gauge, which must have been riding
red since leaving South River.
"Didn't you get gas?" I asked.
"Huh?"
"Gas. I gave you tw enty bucks? You took the truck out before w e left?
The truck needed gas."
"Film was on sale."
”Ok. Film. And then— ?"
"And I came back home. Guess I forgot."
"You forgot."
"Mmm-hmm."
"You're an adult, right? Are you retarded or just stupid? Cars need gas to
go. Do you know where the fuck the next gas station is?"
M ark crumpled the brochure, strangling it in his fist, then pitched it a t my
face. I jerked my head to avoid it, swerving the truck into the middle of the tw o
lanes. The paper bounced o ff my cheek and landed in my lap. I straightened the
truck in tim e to avoid an oncoming transport, then, still sweating, flicked the
paper onto the floor where it began soaking in a small puddle. M y heart and
lungs strained.
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Remembering the old highway, now bypassed by the new 11, 1 turned o ff
ten minutes south of the city. Strip bars, deserted motels, truck stops, gas
stations. I chugged into the first one.
"How much you got left of that tw enty, Mark?"
He searched his jean pocket. "Here's five."
"Sorry, just five dollars o f regular," I said to the attendant, a boy in a
black-smeared red golf shirt, who nodded and did his job.
Returning to the old road, I put my hand on Mark's left thigh.
"Mark? Hey Mark." I shook his leg.
"Mmnnh."
"Mark, I'm sorry." Pause. "Are you sorry?" Long pause. "Mark?"
"For what?"
"Oh come on. You've been all fucked up quiet for almost tw o weeks.
What's going on?" I moved my hand to his shoulder, began to poke. "Hey
pointy-blades? Hey sweet wings, you still love me, right?"
"Look," he pushed my hand with the back of his. "I got a call last week for
a job at a gallery in Toronto. Training would start in tw o weeks."
M y stomach turned. "And?"
"And...I don't know. It's a good opportunity."
"Yeah, it is. For you. So are you gonna go?" I took o ff my sunglasses,
pushing the truck well beyond the speed limit. "When the hell were you going
to tell me?"
He shrugged. "I thought you'd be pissed 'cause you're not working. And
you don't know where you want to work."
"I w ant to be with you, I don't care where I work." I frowned a t my
shaking voice. "I think we're worth that, worth working on. I love you so much,
Mark." I reached for the rooted hand in his lap.
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"No you don't," he said.
M y hand hung above his.
"Pardon?"
"Look," M ark stared at the buggy windshield, "we've had fun, we've
shared intense feelings, but I guess I can't say I know w hat love is. Can you? Do
you really think we love each other? Sometimes I think we say it 'cause we're
supposed to say it, that we're with each other 'cause it's easier to be together,
that the world is relationship-based and therefore you think you should be with
someone, regardless that lately I haven't really been showing you th at I love
you. If I love you then I should be concentrating on you, but honestly, I keep
thinking of the raven book and this new job more than you and you'd think
that's wrong and I don't think it is. You say w e should work on us, but I don't
have the time."
"Can you make time?" I choked.
"No. N ot here." He motioned to the landscape, shadowed rock hills on
each side. "Aren't you getting sick of this?"
"No. I don't know. Maybe."
"Well, I am."
When we returned to the apartment, M ark put the kettle on for tea then
w ent to the living room to watch TV. I sat on the floor by the door and undid
the laces of my black boots, pulling the sides away from the tongue, forced them
o ff of my feet, my bum crunching tracked-in salt, i stood up, brushing grit from
my hands and pants, then rubbed my fingers together and put them to my nose.
Dried dog spit—a hint of chewed meat.
I entered the spare room and sat at the desk. Surrounding the illustration
were cleaned paintbrushes, scraps of towel, watercolour tubes, grainy
photocopies of ravens, a mug of muddy water. The mug was an old souvenir:
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TORONTO with a rainbow behind the CN Tower, stains of dripping colour on its
surface. I opened Mark's black binder. Ravens are greedy, selfish...all myths
vary, though w hat they share are the birds'search to slake their appetites (fo r
food, knowledge, etc.)...Odin's Huginn and M uninn represent thought (active)
and memory (passive)...Odin favoured Muninn...groups o f birds: fleets, flock,
murder (crows), unkindness (ravens)...
I placed my hand over the painted raven. It covered completely. In the
kitchen, the kettle whistled, slow and sweet at first, then louder, persistent,
panicked.
"W ant tea?" M ark called.
Standing up from the desk with the mug in my hand, I turned it slowly
upside down, the brown-grey water spilling then pooling onto the thick
watercolour paper, raven and paper blending, bleeding into a monochrome
mess.
"Yeah," I answered, whirling towards the kitchen. "Coming."
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Francis McLaughlin has never forgiven her husband for killing their son. She has
sometimes forgotten the circumstances, or pretended that she has forgiven him
because she is numb with pretending, and being numb for decades makes it
easier to forget. She'd have left him, if that's w hat she could do, but for worse,
in sickness God tells you to stay. Falling apart, till death. For a pack of
cigarettes.
The Scottish ladies—the group her kids call The Lassies—have been trying
to raise money for a trip to Britain. The ladies are the wives and widows of the
men who frequent (or did frequent) the Tartan Club. Newly retired Joe is there
often. W hen he's not there, or not leading the church choir, he's home.
Unfortunately, Britain is too expensive. Most of the ladies barely live o ff
tw o pensions, are usually living on one. They decide to change the focus of the
trip to something closer, North American.
Someone suggested Graceland, and somehow, they've all agreed.
Francis never really liked Elvis Presley, or rock and roll. She can't name
any of his songs. She knows Elvis loved his mother, lived in Memphis, got very
fat, and died, many say, rather young. To Francis, anything older than ten is not
young.
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"Graceland! ?" Joe laughs. His bullying, mean laugh. "Elvis Presley never
w rote his own songs. W hy would you w ant to go there?"
Francis wants to go because she wants to go. Because she's never gone
on a vacation w ithout her family. Because Joe has. Because all her kids are
finally out of the house. Because it's already December, and already cold, and
maybe Memphis is warmer and greener. Because Joe hates Elvis Presley and
Francis knows this. And she wants to go, the answer while packing clear as a
calling from God, because she doesn't w ant to come back.
Francis knows she can't tell anyone she wants to leave. She can't even
think these thoughts through. If she does, she will change her mind, someone
will convince her to stay. She used up all her strength dealing w ith her dead son,
feeling everyone else's pain.
Therefore, she is only getting ready for this trip; she can get extra money
at a bank machine. She does not pack extra socks. She considers a picture of her
kids, but they are outdated, their faded smiles lopsided, so she leaves them in her
drawer.
She'll need someone to check on Joe, and this is the only tim e she pauses.
She doesn't know which of her kids would w ant to, who she can trust. Eddie
lives an hour away, has a baby. Stubborn to convince, to do favours, like his da.
Lizzie doesn't have her licence. Doesn't really cook. And now that she's
pregnant, her husband Gordon will be even busier. Joe never did like Gordon,
the man who took away his little girl, living with her before they were married.
And not a Catholic wedding. Smart and youngest Sally is still at school, is
working hard till Christmas. That leaves Billy, just-moved-out Billy. He doesn't
have a car, and it's still quite a trek, but he gets around on the buses fine.
Maybe Francis shouldn't have let Billy live so long at home. Joe didn't
think so. Everyone was damaged somehow by Aidan's death, but Billy, she feels
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the most sorry for Billy. If Aidan hadn't died on his birthday, if she hadn't spilled
scalding tea on his wee neck and shoulder, then maybe he would have grown up
w ithout the scars.
"Graceland! ?" Billy says, though not as mean as his father.
"For a longish weekend. W e'll be shopping, too."
"So close to Christmas."
It is, Francis suddenly realizes, very close to Christmas.
"I need a few more gifts. Can you do me a favour? Can you look in on
your da?"
"Oh, M um , I don't know. Dad'll be ok. I work weird hours at the store."
"Just once or twice." Francis thinks she should have asked a neighbour,
but Joe isn't the dog. "You know he won't walk the dog."
"W hat about Eddie?"
"Eddie's got the baby."
"I doubt Eddie does much with his baby."
Francis ignores this.
"So, aye?"
Billy is quiet. Francis pictures her son, tall but bent, the receiver tucked
into his marred neck and shoulder.
"The bus makes me nauseous," he says in agreement.
The little brass crucifix that was on Aidan's white coffin now hangs above
the living room entranceway. Anytime Francis travels—whether it be to the
garden store or back to Scotland—she wants to touch the cross like a St.
Christopher's medal. Say a prayer. It's the only tim e she looks at it. Go your
way in safety. Teach us to be true Christ bearers. Lord, give me the strength to
bear this decision, for I have born more than you for so long. I w ant to know m y
own weight. Amen. Joe is snoring when the rental van pulls into her driveway.
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Crossing the border has been a bit easier since Francis became a Canadian
citizen, though the American guards sometimes ask why an English, or Irish, or
Australian woman has a Canadian passport. She wants to correct them. She's
Scottish! Tell them it was her husband's idea to swear allegiance to the snow
and ice and salted roads. She didn't w ant to, in fact she crossed her fingers
behind her back like a school girl. But Joe said they should because most of their
once Scottish friends were now Canadian and it would be easier for the kids. For
the family. All over again for the Queeti. So she doesn't correct them. She
doesn't speak up. If she does, she'll say she has five children, when really, for
over tw o decades, she's had four.
Including Francis, there are six ladies pilgriming to Graceland: retired
teacher Theresa, realtor Dorothy, separated M ary, mother of seven,
grandmother of twelve and counting Kathleen, widowed Ethel. And Francis,
retired secretary, deen oot. Awa. Gaun.
Mary's oldest son, Lawrence, is driving the van. He is not married, and
can never keep a job. He would be the same age as Aidan. If Lawrence's dad
hadn't hit Aidan. In another van. It's something else Francis tries not to think
about as she watches the landscape: the poorly patched bumpy roads, treeless
farms, unmarked towns of gas stations and deserted picnic areas. Lawrence
drives quickly (too quickly, thinks Francis) south. If this is America's heartland,
it is heartless.
In the past, to occupy her mind, Francis has turned to praying, to her kids,
to cooking, to her garden. But w ith her kids grown up, cooking isn't as
necessary or eventful. God, well, he forgot her a long tim e ago. And, Joe often
reminds her, her garden is small. In Scotland, Joe was a proud and successful
gardener, hired by the Glaswegians who had backyards to create mini-Edens
that glowed green, effervescent, and pungent in Scotland's damp air. Francis
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never minded washing the thick mud from his trousers, or the dirt tracks o ff the
floor; in the Gorbals, they had no backyard and little nature. Joe brought home
signs of paradise, of another world. But Canada's vast nature is covered by long
winters and Joe took w hat job he could: a security guard at various plants, th at
word a joke, because any signs of life were faded dust on his uniform.

Now,

many days, Francis paces her house, knowing she could clean, do laundry, get
groceries, or walk the dog, but instead she stands and stares out the living room
window, unfocused, paralyzed.
The other five ladies are surprisingly quiet. A fter a couple of hours
they've exhausted the common topics: kids, grandkids, weddings, husbands,
gardens, shopping. How, w ith almost six hundred years among them , does
conversation expire after just a few hours?
Thankfully, Lawrence entertains the ladies with jokes and songs and
trivia. He has brought CDs for the stereo, has the women guess who's playing,
whether or not it's Elvis.
Lawrence knows a lot about music— like Billy and Eddie—but doesn't play
in a band. Says he could never figure out the guitar. Though he's not the
biggest Elvis fan, he's been to Graceland before, and is therefore a good tour
guide.
"That's w hat I told M um . If you like music, especially rock and roll, it's
one of the places you should go. Graceland, the M otow n museum in Detroit,
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Hendrix's grave. I'd love to see Morrison's grave in
Pere-Lachaise."
"Where's that?" Francis asks. She is sitting behind the empty passenger
seat and is often the only one listening to Lawrence. She has no idea why
anyone would w ant to visit a cemetery for fun.
"Paris. Have you been to Paris, Mrs. McLaughlin?"
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"No," she says, apologetically. W hen people ask if she's been somewhere,
especially in Europe, and she answers no, people tend to frown.
"Me neither. Guess it's easier now there's a tunnel."
"Lizzie and Gordon w ent a year ago. They sent a postcard of the Moulin
Rouge." Francis doesn't need to explain who people are. Lawrence's fam ily are
old friends.
"Romantic," he says.
Even though Lizzie and Gordon are married, and Lizzie is now pregnant,
Francis never wants to think of her children's romances. Instead she watches
Lawrence watching the road and thinks he should cut his hair. It's tied back in a
ponytail like a girl's. M aybe this is why he doesn't have a job, or a wife. His
father was such a gallus man at Lawrence's age, though not such a yap. There
are other similarities between father and son: same hazel eyes, same large,
thick-fingered hands. In the past, she wished Lizzie would end up with
Lawrence, he was a nice boy, but Lizzie m et Gordon early on in high school, and
Lawrence started growing his hair. Gordon is better looking, Francis concedes;
they'll have a beautiful baby.
"Have you ever been to Texas?" Francis asks.
"I've been through most of the States. W ent to Austin for a music
festival. Saw the book depository where Oswald was framed."
"He killed that Catholic president."
"Doubt it."
"It's very hot. Billy and Lizzie got sick."
"You've been?"
"A long tim e ago. All the kids were wee. M y brother lives there. Is it far
from Tennessee?"
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"Well, if you think of Tennessee as two-thirds through the States, and
Texas at the bottom and middle, it could be pretty far."
"I haven't seen my brother in years."
"You should visit sometime."
"That's what I've been thinking."
By the tim e they arrive in Memphis, it is dark and late. They've been on
the road over fifteen hours and Lawrence gets lost. They circle farther away
from the bright tourist areas, down streets w ithout streetlights, houses w ith
boarded-up windows, highrises with removed balconies.
"I'd pull over at a store for directions, but have you seen a store?"
Lawrence asks.
"Just keep driving," M ary says, "we'll find our way."
Some of the ladies get nervous, more than usually nervous, fumbling
through their giant handbags, making sure the doors are locked. Only Francis is
calm. She watches out the window as the van passes a series of lowrises,
battered toys in each yard, cars at curbs w ithout tires.
I ken yer da. I know where you come from. The area reminds Francis of
the Gorbals where she and Joe lived before the tenements were knocked down
for highrises, when Francis was forever full of baby. If it is like the Gorbals,
everyone living here cares about themselves, about family, about living. N ot
about some lost Scottish lassies.
Later th at night, Francis can't sleep. Yes, the twin bed in the room she's
sharing with Dorothy is just right, and Dorothy sleeps soundly, it's just th a t the
bed is too comfortable, the room is too quiet. Dorothy is not Joe snoring, this
bed is not the family room couch, where Francis has gladly slept for years. A t
first, Catholic birth control, but then a release from wifely obligations.
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Since she doesn't feel right watching TV, Francis actually goes to the bar.
And since she doesn't feel right just sitting there, she orders a rye and ginger.
But because she doesn't specify, and this is the U.S., she gets whiskey instead of
Crown Royal, and doesn't feel right sending it back.
The hotel bar is a lot like the hotel bars she sees on TV and in the movies.
There is actually a man playing piano with a giant brandy snifter filled with
green bills. Francis keeps confusing these American bills—she suddenly
appreciates Canada's multi-coloured money. She was glad when the one-dollar
bill changed to loonie coins; she is often nervous with money and purchases,
often mixed up the ones and twenties in long line-ups, eager to leave, not hold
anyone up.
She sits in a booth that could fit all the Scottish ladies. She chooses it
because the booths are dark and close to the piano. She can only remember one
or tw o times she's sat alone in a bar, and both times she was waiting for
someone. And both times, surprised how easy it was, she was a little
disappointed when that someone showed up.
The piano player sings some songs she vaguely recognizes, most she does
not. No one except her is paying attention.
W hen she finally turns away from the piano to look for her waiter, her
eyes already itchy from cigarette smoke, Lawrence is standing at her table.
Francis gasps.
"I'm sorry, Mrs. McLaughlin. I was trying not to scare you."
"W hy are you up so late?"
"I was going to ask you the same. Do you mind if I take a seat?"
"I was thinking of leaving."
"How about one more?" Lawrence signals the waiter. "W hat'reyou
having?"
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"I don't— . Uh, rye and ginger. But we'll go haufers on the bill," Francis
says.
"Two please," Lawrence requests, giving the w aiter the peace sign, or as
Francis knows it, a vicky. They listen to the piano player.
"He's not so good," Lawrence says.
"No?"
"Hear that? Once in a while he hits the wrong note. Probably tired,
bored. Or drunk."
Francis tsks, mostly at Lawrence for suggesting this.
"I can't tell."
"Joe runs the church choir."
"Joe and the boys are the music people in the family."
"W hy not Lizzie or Sally?"
"I don't know." Francis accepts her drink from the w aiter and thinks
about this. She doesn't know. They have a piano, and her sons begged for
lessons (w h at kids do that?), but Joe said it was a waste of money. He told
them they'd never practice. He caught them, their fingers on the keys, making
up music, and he'd slam the key covering, almost catching their fingers, losing
his rag. W hen they grew older, they got jobs, bought guitars, and taught
themselves. So many afternoons she heard Eddie or Billy plucking away, each
note laboured then smoother, while Joe complained of the noise, until she tuned
all of them out.
When they moved into their first house in Canada, the previous owners
had abandoned their old piano in the basement.
"Like garbage," Joe marveled, sitting baby Lizzie between his legs on the
stool. He sang to her, smiling, in the damp and echo. They moved the piano
upstairs and had it tuned and cleaned. At first, Joe played it daily, then only
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before choir practice, then sometimes at Christmas. The girls kept it dust-free.
Lawrence is talking.
"I've seen Billy and Eddie play. They're both very good. I have Billy's CD.
I listen to it when I do the dishes."
"Billy has a CD?"
Lawrence laughs. He thinks Francis is joking. She isn't.
"I thought Memphis would be warmer," she says.
"It's a bit warmer. I think Tennessee gets the same weather as southern
Scotland."
"How do you know?" Francis always gets defensive about Scotland. It
comes from years of people trying to mimic her accent, asking her if she likes
haggis, quoting Robbie Burns, or claiming a vacation as experience.
"I taught in Ballantrae for a couple of years."
"I never knew that. W hy'd you leave?"
"Problems of the heart."
"You got sick."
"No," Lawrence chuckles, "broken hearted. Those Scottish lassies."
Francis would rather keep talking about the weather. The weather is
easy. It's outside the body. W ith out volunteering she often becomes a priest to
strangers, hearing confessions, giving comfort. Even though her broken heart is
big enough. Enough. But the sad, the troubled, they smell it on her.
"Do you think it'll snow tomorrow?" Francis asks.
"Rain maybe. Snow no," Lawrence mutters.
It is raining the next day, an interm ittent drizzle th at will be the weather,
the news predicts, until Sunday, the day the ladies will go to Graceland. It is
now Friday. A vacation weekend of rain, its pings on the balcony and railing
matching Dorothy's shower. Francis told Dorothy she'd be using that tim e to
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call and check on Joe, then, breathing quickly, she calls her brother Charlie in
Texas.
Francis and Charlie rarely speak—a card at Christmas, school pictures of
his kids. He moved to the States when he was eighteen, almost ten years before
Francis and her family moved to Canada. Charlie's w ife once implied that
Francis kept contact with her successful brother for money.
"Hello, Charlie? It's your sister Fran."
"Franny? Hello! W ell, w hat a surprise. What's up? Are you ok?"
Charlie has little left of his Scottish accent, now a slurry melt of Texan.
"Oh, of course. Joe's good. Retired now. The kids are— ."
"Franny, I swear, you caught me just as I was heading out. W h a t are you
doing? Can I call you later?"
Francis starts to blush. She is forgetting why she's called. She knows she
is pausing too long, annoying her brother with shy silence. This is why she hates
the phone. If Charlie could see her face, her eyes, he'd understand w hat she
needs, and know what to say: yes, Franny, come to Texas, use m y house to
figure things out. You're family. Instead, scolding herself, remembering that
she'd rather be invisible than rely on anyone, she clears her throat. Life has
taught her not to need even her family.
"I'm sorry, Charlie. Thought I'd call to wish you an early 'Happy
Christmas'. I had some time. Don't worry about calling back. I'll call in a couple
o f weeks."
"Well, ok! M erry Christmas! Hi to Joe and the kids!"
"Aye. Talk later."
She replaces the damp receiver, her handprint evaporating.
A fter a day of shopping, touring, eating, and sight seeing, Francis has
begun to limp. She assumes that following supper she'll be better, but when she
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gets up, her right knee is even more stiff— she is almost dragging her leg in order
not to bend it.
"Francis, you really should go back to rest/' M ary says.
Francis doesn't w ant to be left out, but worse, she doesn't w ant to be a
burden. Someone hails a cab; she gets into the passenger seat, waves to the
ladies, then sits and waits.
"Well, where ya goin'?" the cabbie asks.
"Oh, I'm so sorry," Francis apologizes, then tells the cabbie which hotel.
She hobbles through the lobby, laboured also by her shopping bags.
Somehow, it is Lawrence who finds her and helps her towards the elevator.
"W hat happened?" he asks.
"I don't know. M y knee got stiff. Maybe it's all the walking and rain."
"Do you walk much at home?"
"I should walk the dog more."
"There are things we should all do more."
When the elevator arrives, others get on with Lawrence and Francis.
Everyone concentrates on some spot on the wall. On their floor, Lawrence helps
Francis to her room, comes in to drop o ff the bags.
"I could pour you a bath."
Francis finds this suggestion rather intimate.
"No, Larry, you've been very nice."
"Lawrence."
"Hm m ?"

"M y dad is Larry."
"Right. I'm sorry."
"By the way, I had fun last night. A t the bar. If you feel up to it, I was
thinking of going there in a couple of hours."
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Francis wants to tell him she had fun, too. Lawrence is young, but he
knows a lot, and he doesn't talk to her like her kids, like she's a mum.
"W hat d'you think, Mrs. McLaughlin?"
"Oh, Lawrence, you can call me Francis."
When Francis, still limping (though not as badly) goes to the bar, she
brings a crossword puzzle book and orders a half-litre of wine. She is half
finished her half-litre by the tim e Lawrence settles in and orders a beer.
"I'm late," he says.
"I didn't notice," Francis closes her book. She looks a t Lawrence, his hair
w et and tied loosely, his black sweater's sleeves pulled up. "So Lawrence, tell me
about Elvis."
"W hat do you w ant to know?"
"W hy is he so famous?"
"W ell, a few reasons." Lawrence pours his beer into a glass. "He was a
showman. He became a spectacle. He brought black music to a white
audience."
Francis nods, not quite understanding. Usually, she doesn't let on that
she doesn't understand, but this time, she asks Lawrence to clarify.
"Memphis is one of the places the blues started. Some say the blues led to
rock and roll. But since it was a black genre, and it being the south, the
mainly—almost only—white radio stations weren't going to play black music.
So Elvis came along, had a bit of money, went to Sun records, and recorded a
couple o f songs for his mum. Singing kinda like the black artists. Some people
heard it and liked it and—."
"And that's why he's famous," Francis nods.
"Kinda. That's how it began. Then he started touring and was on TV from
the waist up and did movies and w ent into the army and had a big comeback
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special and before that married Priscilla and after had Lisa M arie and bought
Graceland and got fa t and capes and sequins and died on his toilet."
"He didn't."
"The king on his throne."
Francis doesn't notice the joke.
"Memphis isn't just Elvis, Francis. It's the home of the blues, gospel. It's
where they killed M artin Luther King Jr. Civil rights. Lots o f people come here,
go to Graceland, leave. W hat're you ladies doing tomorrow?"
"More shopping downtown?" Francis shrugs.
"Tomorrow I'm going to the Lorraine M otel where King was shot. It's
now a civil rights museum."
"I don't know w hat I can do. I should rest my knee. I w ant to be able to
walk."
"For Graceland."
Francis wasn't thinking of Graceland.
"W ell, I won't be walking much. Driving. Up some stairs. If that's
something you'd w ant to do."
"I'll let you know tomorrow," she says, though she already knows.
Francis is glad she doesn't really have to lie to the ladies when she says
she's going to pass on Saturday's itinerary. Her knee is still sore. Last night,
lying in bed, listening to Dorothy's hushed breathing and shifting, Francis
thought maybe Lawrence is the person to help her leave, maybe, because she's
talked more to Lawrence than to anyone in ages. Not that th at realization
helped her sleep better, or at all.
Francis sits in the passenger seat as they drive to the Lorraine M otel. The
museum is in the south end o f Memphis, and many children are outside playing,
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chancing a break in the rain. The kids are small, even on their bikes, and, Francis
notes, difficult to see through the tall van windows.
"Don't worry," Lawrence reassures, "I'm watching."
Back at home, Francis never goes to galleries or museums. If Joe found
out, he would m utter about it for days: the expense and waste of tim e, th a t he's
not racist, but really no group of people deserves more attention than another.
Joe, who drinks at the Tartan Club everyday, with a group of Catholic Scots,
never Protestants.
Francis and Lawrence meander through displays and information about
misplacement, struggle, inequality, freedom. As she reads, Francis'world feels
like it's shrinking; the old feeling returns: w hat she wants is insignificant. W h a t
others want, and need, takes precedence.
"This woman in Scotland," Francis finally says, hesitantly, "why did she
break your heart?"
Lawrence blinks.
"I wanted to get married. She didn't. M y work visa ended, so I came back
to Canada."
"Women usually w ant to get married."
"Not the ones I meet."
"How did it feel to come back?"
"At first it was the last place I wanted to be. I really fe lt like I'd failed.
Imagine being in your mid-thirties and moving back in with your mum. But I
guess we have to allow ourselves to fall backwards sometimes. W hen you look
at your life through a mirror, though it feels a lot like a funhouse mirror, it's
altered, you know w hat to do and what not to do when you try and live again."
"Billy's thirty and he just moved out."
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"Kids are different now. They don't necessarily w ant w hat you wanted:
marriage, job, family. They don't have to work for a better life 'cause they've
had the better life. Just getting a job or getting married was a better life when
you were my age. Now we get jobs and partners and think, 'I'm not the
happiest. M aybe my life could be better if I quit or end this relationship or go
back to school or w ait to have kids.' It costs money to keep changing your mind,
so we stay a bit longer at home, if w e can."
Francis and Lawrence pause a t a picture of Rosa Parks on a bus and read
about the Montgom ery Bus Boycott.
"We're so lucky we never had to fig ht th at hard for something better,"
Lawrence comments.
Though Francis never takes the bus, she can't imagine not being able to
sit where she wants. People have often raised their eyebrows at her accent, but
if she keeps her mouth shut, she blends. Unlike Billy, she has no outward scars.
People who don't know her never judge her life, mark her by her tragedies. She
is invisible to strangers—one thing she's never realized, one thing, if she leaves,
she may always have.
But she doubts she would have the tenacity to walk miles to work, all the
way across town, not take the bus as a protest. Lawrence's youth and courage
for change. How many miles will she have to go to make her life better? She is
suddenly, overwhelmingly sad. Her throat lumps. She rustles through her purse
for a tissue.
"I don't think I've ever been to a museum," she tells Lawrence behind her
tissue.
"Let's go look at room 306. How's your knee?"
"I haven't been thinking about it."
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King's room is how it was the morning of April fourth, 1968: the bed
sheets pulled back, cigarette butts in the ashtray, cups and cartons on the desk.
The room is now behind glass, like a preserved tomb. From the room, Francis
and Lawrence step onto the balcony where King was shot, where, in a
photograph, his body lay crumpled as his friends pointed, faces distraught,
towards the shooter's window. From the railing hangs a giant w hite and red
wreath, morbidly festive, though it must hang there all year long. The place
King died is marked by a white square. Stepping around it, Francis shudders.
"I need to sit down," she says quietly. Lawrence nods and leads her away.
N ot far from the museum, they find a diner and order blueberry pie and
coffee.
"Maybe it was too much to go there," Lawrence says. "I'm sorry.
Graceland will be different. The opposite, really."
"All these places th at mark death. The moment of death. I think it's so
private— it's between your body, your soul, and God. Nothing else, yet it's often
so public."
Their pies are placed on the table, though neither touches them.
"M y dad lived th at day every day. Whenever he'd drink, heavily, he'd
start crying:'W hat was I thinking? Going over to their house.' I'm sorry. I
know you must have too, I mean, Aidan—."
"I tried to stop. Blaming myself, thinking, 'w hat if?' Then I realized one
day I wasn't blaming myself."
"That's good."
Francis doesn't answer. She picks up her fork and drags blueberries out
from the crust, smearing them across her plate.
"Hasn't anyone told you not to play with your food?"
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"No." Francis puts her fork down, her head bent. "I w ant to leave," she
says.
"Is it ok if I finish my pie?"
"I don't mean the restaurant."
"W hat do you mean?"
Francis grips her white mug and looks out at the street, cars thrashing
through two-day deep puddles. It's starting to spit.
"Aidan didn't die right away. I sat with him at the hospital, held his hand.
His body was twisted and bent. Wrong. Unrecognizable. I kept reminding
myself this was Aidan. I said his name out loud. I was alone when he stopped
breathing; the priest had come and gone some tim e before. Then I left the
room, I left his body, and came into the lobby and thought I'd find my husband,
but it was your father who was there, his face like the people in th at King
picture. I didn't w ant to hear him apologize because I didn't think it was his
fault. I remember pulling out of his hug, like I was floating out, I didn't w ant to
be touched anymore, and I started circling the halls—they seemed too
shiny—for an exit. I found the front door and stood on the steps, trying not to
look at the hospital wall because those red bricks were the colour of dried blood
and it was the first tim e I wanted to leave. Run down the steps, run away, I
don't know where. And just as I took a step, my sister-in-law pulled into the
parking lot and Eddie and Billy and Sally and Lizzie were crammed into the back
seat, their faces wavy in the rear window, and I stopped. God, I just couldn't go."
Lawrence only mumbles, "Jesus."
"I burned Billy when I found out," Francis continues. "The scar on his
neck. It was Billy's fifth birthday, and people were over, I was in the kitchen
baking, making tea, kids everywhere running around, Billy was trying to lick
icing o ff his cake on the counter and I had a tea pot in my hand and there was
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Joe with a policeman—Joe didn't look sad, or anything, just blank—and he said,
'I sent Aidan to the store and he was hit by a van. Fran? They say it's bad. They
won't say how bad. I sent him to the store.' And I said, 'W e didn't need
anything at the store.' And Joe said, 'I sent him. I killed him.' And I dropped the
teapot, it slipped and hit the counter and shattered and the hot tea splashed
across Billy's neck and chest and he screamed and I did nothing. I couldn't hear
Billy screaming."
After some time, after the coffee gets cold, Lawrence finally says, "So
where do you w ant to go?"
"Joe sent Aidan for cigarettes. Now kids can't buy cigarettes. It's the law.
But I don't blame the law. Have you ever left something th at was difficult to
leave?"
"Well, when I left Scotland, it broke my heart. Eventually I realized it
wasn't leaving that hurt, it was the situation. If you're thinking of leaving
something so much, like all-the-tim e thinking, then you've gotta wonder, will
you really miss it?" Lawrence pauses and looks at Francis' lined, grey face. "Or
him?"
Francis waits for his judgment: th at surely she can work things out, go
back to Joe, not sacrifice the marriage by being so selfish. But Lawrence stays
quiet.
"It doesn't feel right to think so much of myself. There's always
something—kids, sickness, guilt, God. If I leave, it won't feel right. This trip is
the first thing I've done for me for maybe ever."
"Francis, it's absolutely right to think of yourself. You just think it's
strange 'cause you never have. Really, leaving? It's the least selfish thing a
person can do, especially in this case."
"Why?"
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"Because, yes, there will be actions and reactions, consequences. But it
seems that, in the end, those consequences will be beneficial to everyone—you
first, Joe, even your kids. Happiness is the best consequence, and you'll find if
you do w hat makes you happy, and you don't, and shouldn't, feel guilty, then
more and more happiness will come, and well, how can that be wrong?"
"You sound like your da just now."
"Dad is someone who wanted to be happy. I hated him when I was a kid
for it, but I get th at now th at I'm older."
"It's just th at Joe's getting old and more feeble and less angry and really,
we get along a lot better than we used to."
"You have to do more than 'get along' with your husband. I guess you
don't mind if I ask if you love him?"
"Oh." Francis finally takes a bite of her pie. "I suppose."
"You'd know for sure. Do you think you can leave," Lawrence asks,
"handle being alone?"
"I'm alone a lot."
"Then do it. But don't run away. Dad ran away and it made it harder. Go
home, talk to Joe, talk to your kids. You're an adult. Be an adult."
Francis is afraid to talk to Joe.
"I just think that if I go back," she says, "I'll be in my house, and
comfortable, and my kids will not understand."
"Well, think about it. About w hat you have to do."
"That's w hat I've been doing."
"If you want, I don't mind helping."
"Don't say anything to anyone."
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Lawrence gets up from his side of the booth and sits beside Francis. She
worries that he is going to hug her. But he doesn't. He only pushes his shoulder
against her thin arm and points to her pie.
"I'm going to eat that in tw o minutes if you don't start."
"Please help me," she says, sliding the plate between them.

Sunday morning, going to Graceland now seems like the tourist excuse th a t it is.
Francis wants to get it over with, but also doesn't w ant the day to end. It is the
first Sunday in years that she hasn't gone to church.
"Graceland is church for a lot of people," Lawrence interrupts his
humming to reassure the ladies as he drives.
"W hat are you singing, Lawrence?" Francis asks.
"Paul Simon," he says, and sings, not quite in tune, tapping the beat on his
thigh: "'I'm going to Graceland, Graceland, Memphis, Tennessee, Graceland.
Poor boys and pilgrims with families, and we are going to Graceland.'"
Graceland is decorated for the mid-continent, bleak Christmas: blue and
w hite lights and silver Christmas trees try to sparkle on the faded winter-brown
lawn. The decorations, though, look sparse and dull in the cloudy daylight.
"Does it ever snow here?" Francis asks the ticket seller as she hands over
tw enty dollars. The seller wears an aqua and grey golf shirt, the word
'Graceland' partially hidden by the plastic, pinned button of an eight-year-old
baseball player. She must be in her early thirties. Her fingers are stained yellow
from nicotine, a can of pop sits beside her computer. Her kids, the cigarettes,
the bad food, have surely aged her well into her forties. Francis dyes her hair
black. Though she's no bachle, how old does she appear?
"Catch the shuttle by the glass doors," the woman replies, then pauses.
"Pardon? Snow? W h at you see is w hat you get," she says, nodding towards the
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window, the grey and drizzle. "Some snow would be nice. M y kids would like it,
I guess. Christmas is for the kids, really." She hands Francis her change and tells
her again, mechanically, where to catch the shuttle. As Francis turns and looks
at her change, she counts too much. She has been charged the senior rate.
As she waits for the other ladies, Francis glances over the case of
pamphlets th at advertise other tourist attractions in the area, mostly the same
pamphlets she read last night, after Lawrence had dropped her off, after she
again couldn't sleep and had wandered down to the lobby like a sleepwalker.
Forgetting her crossword book, she scooped up a handful and read them in the
bar.
She again seizes the one th a t advertises a Christmas Eve celebration of
bonfires along the Mississippi River. Each Christmas Eve people gather along
the tall banks o f the river and light tw elve-foot high wooden teepees to help
light Santa's way.
The year Joe and Francis got married, Joe borrowed a car and drove
Francis into the country outside Glasgow on the w inter solstice where groups of
local families had gathered, like the ancient Celts, to light bonfires, to celebrate
the night and return of the sun. Francis had wondered at Joe's decision to do
this; at the time, Joe wasn't as strictly Catholic as Francis, and Francis fe lt the
festivities were as pagan as they were: the drinking, the dancing, the children
running wild with leaves in their hair.
"Ach," Joe said, "just to see. Just this once." The crimson fire lit Joe's face
maniacally, his eyebrows casting darts of shadow into his hair. Joe knew some
of the men and they shared whiskey and laughed into the heat of those fires,
shedding their jackets and scarves.
Driving back, halfway to Glasgow, Joe pulled the car onto a dirt road and
stopped. He reached around Francis' lap, reclined her seat, then climbed on top
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of her, pushing up her wool skirt and pulling down her underwear while
unzipping his pants. Though the encounter was unholy, Francis ignored her
guilt. It was the first tim e they had done this outside o f their bed, but also the
first tim e she could remember being eager to do this, wanting this, as much as
Joe. She reached under his belt and felt the sweat and stub and ripple of bones
at the bottom o f his spine, opened her mouth to his whiskey, squirming tongue,
ran hers along his crooked teeth. As they drove away, her body felt as warm as
it had from those fires, but inside instead of out. In the dark car she quietly
breathed in the smell of Joe from around her mouth and fingers, slouched into
her w et underwear.
A few weeks later, Francis realized she was pregnant. She and Joe never
again borrowed the car.
Aidan. A Celtic name for fire.
Moving to Canada, everything went cold. Her motionless quest has been
the need for that heat, the sin of new encounters. W hen she leaves, she will go
to the river to see and feel those tall fires again.
"Are you ready for a blue Christmas?" Lawrence asks Francis as they walk
to their shuttle bus. Francis doesn't know w hat Lawrence means until they
climb out of the bus at Graceland's front steps, where hidden speakers are
droning 'Blue Christmas': "I'll have a blue Christmas w ithout you. I'll be so blue
just thinking about you. Decorations of red on a green Christmas tree, won't be
the same, dear, if you're not here with me."
"Not a very happy Christmas song," Francis says, glancing again at the
dreary lawn.
"But is Christmas such a big happy time? I mean, lots of people get sad.
It's supposed to be happy 'cause we're celebrating the birth of a baby, but it's a
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baby that was born to die. Maybe M ary wouldn't have had Jesus if she knew he
was going to die."
"I'm sure she would have," Francis replies as they enter the pyrite temple.
Graceland. Fool's paradise.
Right away, Francis cannot concentrate on the tour. Each room,
momento, piece of furniture, and knick-knack reminds her of her family. The
wrought iron guitar players at the gate (Billy and Eddie), the blues and yellows
of the peacock in the stained glass window (th e maternity blouse she bought
Lizzie), the grand piano (Joe), Elvis' awards in the trophy room (Sally's high
school soccer ribbons). And in the dining room, Aidan's missing place a t her own
table.
Lawrence and the ladies weave between garish rooms w ith shag-carpeted
walls, mirrors and lightning bolts, gold records and sequins, dozens of TVs, white
bell-bottomed jumpsuits embroidered with eagles. Everything narrated by
young, shiny tour guides with thick, six-string accents.
Though it's Elvis' grave she is eventually looking at outside—covered by
candles and pictures and red, white, and blue wreaths from burning love fan
clubs—it is still another grave. Francis grasps the railing in front of the three
engraved slabs, the metal warm from a previous tourist. Lawrence finds Francis
and stands to her right.
"Do you think he's in there?" he asks.
"W hat do you mean?"
"A lot of people don't believe he's dead," Lawrence says. Francis vaguely
remembers the grocery store check out headlines: five hundred pound babies,
celebrity affairs, Elvis alive and running for president. "Or refuse to believe," he
adds.
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"Every year on Billy's birthday we w ent to Aidan's grave. It wasn't a very
nice cemetery—right near the airport, under those giant, marching transmission
towers. But I often thought maybe Aidan would have liked to see all those
planes flying overhead."
"On Billy's birthday," Lawrence says.
"We shouldn't have done that. Joe insisted. Billy refused to go when he
turned fifteen. Before Joe said anything I said, 'let him'. W here are the other
ladies?"
"I think in the racquetball court."
"They're playing th at song again. 'Blue Christmas.' I think it's the sixth
tim e I've heard it."
"I don't know if I'm actually hearing it or imagining it anymore."
"I'm going to skip lunch and go back to the hotel. Start packing."
"You still have time."
Francis nods.
"Can you just tell them it's my knee?"
On Francis' hotel room door is a note th at says to call Billy a t home. The
familiar name is a foreign language as she sits on the bed, the paper now damp
in her hand. She speculates: heart attack, stroke, broken bones. She already
knew; somehow, she knew about this all day. Joe can't be dead. Francis always
thinks he'll outlive them all. She makes phone calls. Waits. Later on, finds
Lawrence in his hotel room.
"Lawrence," Francis begins as she sits on his bed and he sits a t the desk,
"you said your da used to cry about it. About his timing. But he'd dealt w ith it.
He wasn't crying about Aidan."
"How do you know?"
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"Do you remember th at spring day years ago your da and I took you kids
to the park? The day Larry swore a t th a t man about his ducks?"
"I remember because it was weird Aidan wasn't there and I'd never seen
my dad get so angry. W e were trying to feed those w hite ducks in the pond, and
I guess we weren't in the park anymore but in some guy's backyard, and the guy
came out of his house to yell at us: 'get away from my ducks, you'll m ake'em
sick!' and my dad marched over to him looking five feet larger, his face red, and
said, loud and solid, 'they're no touchin' yer feckin' ducks'. The guy just blinked
so fast his eyelids blurred and he stood there like th at till we left."
"We were for the o ff th a t day. Together. Take you kids. The cars were
packed. M ove to the States. I had just told Larry I couldn't do it. Couldn't
leave."
Lawrence is quiet a long time. He rearranges the desk: straightens the
phone, untangles the cord, places the pen and paper a t right angles.
"Mum and Dad separated not long after that day," he says finally.
"It was going on for about a year. Your mum eventually knew. W e were
going to tell Joe. Larry was driving over to our house to tell him. W e figured if
we told Joe—together—during something public, Joe couldn't react. I was so
scared."
"Billy's fifth birthday."
"It's why your family wasn't there. But Joe sent Aidan to the store. So
Joe never knew. Your mum kept it a secret. She hated us for years."
"You're friends now."
"It's strained."
"God," Lawrence says, pulling the elastic out of his hair, tying it up again
w ith a snap.
Francis is shaking her head.
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"It wasn't God. W e all moved to Canada and everything got very cold.
M y faith, my marriage. Aidan's death was one more thing. Had I really sinned
th at much? Did I deserve th at punishment? I still pray to Him, but it's a habit.
It's been hard to believe some stern, old man is sitting on a cloud stirring my life
around in a big saucepot. W e separated, God and I— ."
"Catholics don't get divorced."
"It's all w hat we want. I wanted a husband and babies and there was Joe.
Joe wanted to move to Canada, so w e left Scotland. Then we m et your family,
Catholic and Scottish, like us. Your da and I got along. He is a warm man. W e
had a party for Billy. Joe felt lazy th at day; Aidan liked riding his bike. W e make
decisions. W e do." Francis points to her chest. "I just stopped making decisions.
Aidan died and I was afraid of my decisions. A fter talking to you, well, maybe
some choices can have good outcomes. I've never thought that."
”l think the rain's finally stopped," Lawrence says, turning away from
Francis to look out the window. It is still cloudy, though not as heavily cloudy.
The thin w inter sun is squeezing through the bottom of the sky on its way to
setting.
"So, Lawrence, this isn't your burden. You don't have to help me."
"But I w a n t—." He stops as Francis stands up. "I always had an odd
feeling," he mutters, "you and my dad."
For the last few days, Francis and Lawrence have been talking as equals.
A t times, younger Lawrence has been giving the advice. Now th a t Francis is
standing, straightening her spine, she wants to take back her original role, not as
mother, but adult.
"Your father," Francis begins, "is driving to Memphis right now. He
should be here tonight. I've told the other ladies I have to leave early. Joe's in
the hospital— ."
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"What? Why?"
"Don't worry about it. I can't worry about it. For right now, I'm not
going back." Francis has been standing at the glass doors. She opens them and
steps onto the balcony. The wind and city sounds of traffic and people float into
the room. Francis breathes the wet, cool air.
"Today is the first day o f winter," Lawrence says from inside. Francis is
leaning over the iron railing. She releases her hands and lets the weight of her
body hold her.
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The Day I Saw Neil Armstrong— it's one of the important
stories I tell when I make n e w friends.
If they don't
react well, I hold it against them.
If they also don't
react well when I tell them Gerard M a n l e y Hopkins is one of
m y favourite p o e t s , I usually downgrade these new friends
to the rank of acqu ai nta nc es. People who don't share the
same poetics can't be real friends.
-Yann Martel.
"The Time I Heard the Private Donald J.
Rankin String Concerto with One Discordant Violin, by
the American Composer John Morton" from The Facts
Behind the Helsinki Roccamatios

Off to Town: A Statement of Poetics
Apparently,

there are only two types of stories:

goes on a journey,
Teleky,

or a stranger comes to town.

a person
Richard

professor of creative writing at York University,

told this to my third year undergraduate prose class.
indeed,

since then,

A nd

almost every story I've read I've tried

to squeeze into one of these two categories,

both general

enough that most stories can fit into one or both types
(even one trapped on an island is a stranger,
struggling through a jou r n e y ) .

And both categories create

that thing that is needed to make a story:
change,

or someone

a ripple,

a

a new circumstance or setting that jars the

character/s into action and reaction.
When I heard this I was twenty-one and still
considered myself more a poet than a prose writer;

I had
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only written about a half dozen stories in my life,

and

while attempting stories about love and loss and life gone
wrong,

I had also hardly read any short stories,

had yet to

discover Alice Munro and Mavis Gallant.
Now,

almost a decade later,

the journey/stranger

suggestion can work as a metaphor for my thesis of short
stories.

I am still writing about love and loss and life

gone wrong, but I am less lost:

I now read short stories

often, use them as a grounding and a guide.
writes cannot be a whole writer,
reading,

and, especially,

Anyone who

a decathlete,

without

reading the genre he or she is

enga g i n g .
However,
Notably,
colleges,

it has primarily been a self-education.

of all literary genres taught in universities,
high schools,

and newspapers,

or critiqued in panels, magazines

it is the short story that falls to the

bottom of the book bag.

During my studies at York,

very few short stories and never a collection,

yet I

obtained a degree in creative writing and English,
course in writing short fiction.

I read

And even here,

I took a

at the

University of Windsor, while no course concentrates
primarily on the novel or short stories,

a glance at most

reading lists will prove that the novel is studied much
more often.

In a department where one can specialize in
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creative writing in both undergraduate and graduate
studies,

the short story and short story writer are rarely

being served,

even though,

in all my

creative writing workshops,
attempt to write one.

(non-specific)

almost all students eventually

Would a visual artist or musician

studying in their fields only discuss history and theory?
No.

They paint or perform,

predecessors.

study,

even imitate their

A writer attempting to study the art of

short fiction has a hard time finding support and
inspiration,

not just in academia,

This is not only my opinion;

but everywhere.
almost all discussions

and publications concerning the short story address this
issue as well.

To write or read a short story,

one gets

the sense that he or she is "committing a radical act"
(Thomas,

Harms v i i ) .

Clare Hanson furthers,

"For a complex

of reasons the short story has been largely excluded from
the arena of contemporary critical debate..." (1) .
Munro,

Alice

upon accepting the Giller Prize for her collection,

The Love of a Good Woman,

said:

This is a wonderful moment for me and for all those of
us who can't kick the habit of writing short stories.
For all of you in that position,

it's encouraging....

The fact that short stories are considered as serious
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writing on the same level as longer fiction is a very
important step

(Renzetti A l ) .

It is rare when a collection of short stories gets
nominated for an award,

surprising if it wins.

Upon telling friends and acquaintances that I've been
writing a creative thesis, most assume I am working on
poetry or a novel.

After explaining that I'm writing short

stories, many actually frown.
read them,

Few have said they don't

some have said they hate them.

When I ask why,

the typical response is that they're too short.
the subway a lot," a neighbour said,
book.

"I take

"and I'd rather read a

Just as you get into a short story,

it's over."

I

tried to convince this neighbour that a short story seems
like the perfect thing to read on a subway— one can begin it
on the way to work, and finish it on the way home.
shrugged her shoulders.

But she

I find myself often trying to sell

the short story, with few buyers.
While many readers prefer novels, many writers whose
first publications are often collections of short stories,
move on to writing novels for round two.
stories,
book,

A book of short

then, gets the reputation of being a practice

a starter kit, a collection of creative writing

workshop pieces,

an introduction into the publishing world.

Short stories seem immature and easy,

a way of biding one's
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time until one is ready to truly write.
writer has a chance to make any money,

But really,

she is often advised

to stop wasting her time with short stories:
(almost no one)
vii).

if a

gets rich writing them"

"No one

(Thomas,

Harms

Many wrongly assume that an athlete sprints before

she runs the marathon;
runner,
muscles,

however,

the sprinter and long distance

train differently-just because their

their lungs,

and their objectives aren't the same,

does not make one a better athlete than the other.
I write in "Some Just Ski and Shoot":
different games....

Or same games,

Or,

as

"Same athletes,

different uniforms."

Another possible reason for such little discussion
about the short story is that,

as Hanson states,

short story as we know it is a modern form...[a]
[the twentieth]

"...the

'child of

century7 : it first flowered in the 1890's,

and then developed...hand-in-glove with the cinema"
from Elizabeth Bowen 5).
have no place for it?

(w/ qtns.

Is it so modern that we still

Is this why we compare it against

novels and poems, when it is clearly its own genre?
others disagree with this modern classification.
asked why he chooses to write short fiction,

I and

When

Brazilian

author Moacyr Scliar explained that he was influenced in
part by the Bible

(Writers and Company) .

It is difficult

to deny the similarities between the tales of Adam and Eve,
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Noah, or the parables of Jesus,

for example,

general characteristics of a short story.

and the

"The principal

feature re. the short story," said William Carlos Williams
in 1950,

"is that it is short— and so must

has to say....

pack in what it

It seems to me to be a good m e diu m for

nailing down a single conviction.

Emotionally"

(5).

Yet the Bible is just one dimension of the short story
in history;

the genre dates even further back,

can be found

in the narratives of ancient eastern religions,
mythology,
peoples.

in
The

in Greek

the creation legends of all Aboriginal
first time someone stood up at a campfire and

told a story about his day— exaggerating the wind and rain,
the size of the saber tooth cat,

imitating its sound,

pausing to create suspense— he was telling a short story.
If the short story writer is a stranger on an oddball
journey, why have I bothered to write a short fiction
thesis?

Why not get started earlier on that prize-winning,

best selling novel?

Writing is tough enough,

waiting for inspiration,
blank page,
isolation,
edits,

after all:

the days spent staring at the

the other days writing only a sentence,
the loneliness,

the

the false starts and endless

the painfully slow results,

the lack of respect and

money.jny god, why bother?
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But to explain why I want to do it is as difficult as
explaining what art is.
aesthetic opinion;
reasons.

Everyone has a different,

every artist does it for his or her own

I do it because I can and I want to.

because I get sick and sad when I don't.
hate it and love itagain.

there?'"
to go.
family.

I write,

I love it and

"'Graceland!?'"

wife Francis in"For the Off."

I do it

Joe asks

his

"'Why would you want

to go

"Francis wants to go because she wants

Because she's never gone on a vacation without her
Because Joe has.

out of the house.
already cold,

Because all her kids are finally

Because it's already December,

and maybe Memphis is warmer.

and

Because Joe

hates Elvis Presley and Francis knows this.

A n d she wants

to go, the answer while packing clear as a calling from
God, because she doesn't want to come back."

Whatever

reasons we have

are ultimately excuses: we go, we do,

because we have

to.

I've talked a lot about the challenges of choosing the
short story as my focus, but what are its strengths?
believe,

absolutely, when a short story is at its best,

is the art of story in its highest aesthetic form.
of that,

I

I would argue that a short story

Because

(or collection)

is actually more difficult to write than a novel— with
limited space,

it

one has to tighten, be disciplined,

not
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meander,

the fault of many, many novels.

The reader's

brief attention is too precious to let waver.
Thoreau said,

"Not that the story need be long,

Henry David
but it will

take a long while to make it short".1
A reason for the strength of the short story may
actually be in its economy,
characters,

which can result in stronger

jolting situations,

pages of accurate dialogue.

Yes, all these are present in many novels,

but it is easier

to remember every page of a twenty page story and easy to
forget several pages in a four hundred page novel.
Since I also consider myself a photographer,
think of the short story as a snapshot,
film.

During

buy popcorn.

I like to

the novel as a

a movie, you can leave to use

the bathroom or

But when you look at a photo,

you can't

leave-you are in the moment entirely until you are finished
looking.

A movie can encompass a life;

of that life, a cross section,

an hour,

a photo is a frame
even a minute.

a biography, many parts will get left out.
often focuses

on those abandoned parts.

people really

are, how life really is,

Like a camera,

We

In

A short story
see more of how

in those snapshots.

a short story captures movement that is too

fast for the human eye to see.

‘Appears as a epigraph to Joyce Carol Oates' essay "Beginnings: The
Origins and Art of the Short Story" in The T a l e s We T e l l .
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The stories and authors that come to mind as examples
of the best of the genre have also,
influences.

obviously,

been

Almost everyone mentions Anton Chekov and

James Joyce as the grandfathers of the modern short story,
and having intensely studied Dubliners last year,

there is

no way that I can deny that Joyce has somehow gotten under
the skin of my thesis.

Brad Hooper,

speaking of Dubliners,

says:
These tales render key moments in ordinary,
middle-class lives....

uninspired

These carefully worded stories

are far from shallow, prowling deep into seemingly
still psychological waters.
unit; taken together,
them,

Dubliners is a cycle,

a

in the order Joyce arranged

the stories present a pattern of major phases

through which human life passes,
onward....

from childhood

[0]ne turns to Joyce for profundity of

communication

(20).

Joyce succeeds because he made his stories do what
short stories should do— constantly connect in terms of
character,

setting,

theme, word choice, mood,

etc.

And not

only does he splice these elements together in each
individual story, but within Dubliners as a whole.

Each

story develops into the next— characters are repeated as
well as motifs and, of course,

setting.

It is one of the
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reasons I feel less guilty repeating themes and ideas in my
own stories.

Collections— of stories,

of songs on an

album— are often bound to a common theme or approach.
redundancy is avoided,

If

then a collection is strengthened.

If there are no new stories,

just new ways of telling them,

then how can such recurrences be avoided?
I first read J.D. Salinger's Nine Stories in high
school

(probably one of the first collections of short

stories I read)
stories,

and picked it up again last year.

His

such as "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" and "The

Laughing Man",

combined with many by Raymond Carver and A

Good Man is Hard to Find by Flannery O'Connor are all
examples of an alternative mood that arose in post-World
War II American literature that questioned the ideals and
conventions of that society.

It's a theme continued by

more recent American short story writers Richard Ford
Multitude of S i n s ) and Lorrie Moore

(A

(Birds of A m e r i c a ) .

When asked what role cynicism plays in fiction, Moore
answered perhaps it's pessimism rather than cynicism.
I am skeptical about many things: professionalized
behaviour of any sort,

kiwi fruit,

American foreign policy,
and practices,
dismissive,

SUV's,

flu shots,

and other mainstream opinions

such as marriage and family.

but skeptical,

I am not

and some of this surely has
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gotten into my work....

Fiction has the same

responsibilities after September 11 that it had
before:

and that is not to lie.

Almost everything in

our culture is lying to us— in some way,
form.

shape,

or

Fiction still remains as a means of delivering

the truth"

(Moore).

Though I have joked that writers are liars by trade,
and they are to some extent,
facts,

twisting the truth,

altering

often the purpose of these changes is to reveal

something about humanity that the reader hasn't seen or
doesn't want to see: that people don't like their jobs,

are

unhappy in relationships but convince themselves to stay,
that women don't want kids,
people are selfish,

that kids aren't angels,

that friends leave.

that

"Adults are

children," Margaret tells Robert after she finds out she
has chicken pox,

in "Sick Days."

"It's too upside down.

The kids have adult problems and I've got a childhood
d i s e a s e ."
Although I've argued that the short story is not as
popular as longer fiction,

it is interesting and exciting

to note that the short story does earn much respect in
Canada.

Our short story writers are often the authors

readers around the world associate with Canada: Mavis
Gallant, Alistair MacLeod,

and Alice Munro,

to name a few.
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In that third year prose class I took at York,
critique of one of my stories,

during the

a fellow student stated that

my story reminded her of Munro.

Sadly,

I'd never heard of

her, but I went out that week and found a used copy of
Lives of Girls and Women,

read it, and knew then,

wrote any more short stories,

or even a novel,

if I ever

I would do

it like Alice Munro.
It isn't just because we're both from southwestern
Ontario why I consider her an influence.
major reasons.

Noticeably,

on the long side of short.

my short stories are actually
Munro says of this,

I think more about fiction,
fiction....

There are two

let's say, a chunk of

I want to tell a story in the old-fashioned

way— what happens to somebody-but I want that
happens'

'what

to be delivered with quite a bit of

interruption,

turnarounds,

and strangeness.

I want

the reader to feel something is astonishing— not the
'what happens'

but the way everything happens.

long short story fictions do that best,

These

for me

(Munro).
As displayed in my thesis,

I too have been drawn to

the long short story, perhaps out of a need to stick with
m y characters,

take two or three snapshots instead of one.
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I'm sure I may go shorter in the future,

but for now I've

been comfortable in that room.
As well,

and like Lorrie Moore,

attention to the alternative woman.

I am drawn to Munro's
Both Moore and Munro

favour women who question marriage and families— the
conventions in which society wants women to fit.
women abandon their children for lovers,
themselves before their husbands,

Their

think of

or even refuse to marry.

Clare Hanson argues that because the short story form is
still on the margins,

it attracts writers who are also on

the margins:
[It] has been...the choice form of exile...from its
inception a particularly appropriate vehicle for the
expression of the ex-centric,
women....

[Women writers]

alienated vision of

saw the potential offered by

the form for the exploration of uncharted or hidden
areas of women's subjective experience....

'One tried

to go deep— to speak to the secret self we all have— to
acknowledge that'

(w/ qts.

from Katherine Mansfield 3-

4) .
One need only compare the women in recent popular
novels

(Crow Lake,

stories.

Clara Callen) with the women in Munro's

While some of these characters struggle within

conformity,

others refuse to conform.
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I will lastly mention Bill Gaston because his stories,
"North of Jesus'

Beans" and "Three Incredible Stories About

Eagles" from North of Jesus' Beans were direct influences
for the first story I wrote for m y thesis,
of Ravens."

"An Unkindness

I had read Gaston's Sex is Red a few years

ago, but began reading his other books last year.

When I

read Jesus' Beans I was halfway through first term and,
again,

still considered myself more of a poet.

reading this collection,

that. I was writing stories when I

thought I was writing poems
Poems about birds.

I realized,

(the fault of many p o e t s ) .

I then realized maybe I should start

applying this mental library of read short stories,

that

maybe I, too, was a story writer.
Gaston's two stories combined two things that were
bouncing around in my head: birds and relationships.
once interviewed George Bowering,

I

and though he scoffed at

the worn advice that one should write what one knows,

he

did add that if you don't know something, do some research,
then you'll have something
So I had something:
raven.

But the couple,

a
on

new to write about.
couple go on a journey to see

the verge of breaking up, maybe

shouldn't be in an old truck together.
did to the couple in "Jesus'

a

Beans"

It's what

Gaston

(rereading the story,

noticed his and my male characters have the same name— a
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coincidence,

but are there any c o inc id enc es? ).

It's also

what Moore does often to her characters in Birds of
America.

The road trip.

Moore says of car trips and

holidays:
Well,

it's obvious— people are thrown together in close

proximity when in fact they don't ordinarily live
their lives that way.

A nd so you throw these people

together and all the extremes of their character
really start to emerge.
time.

A n d in a short period of

Because the proximity,

intense.

or propinquity,

And everybody knows that feeling of going

home for the holidays,

the family's all together and

these old grievances emerge so fast.

Usually it's the

second day, but sometimes it's the first
Put a fighting couple in a car.
together.
usually.

is too

(Moore 2).

Move a couple in

Have two people get drunk together who don't
Send someone back to their hometown,

Scottish woman to Graceland.
and situation,

or send a

If fiction is part location

then something is bound to happen.

Collecting and ordering the four stories for this
thesis,

I became much more conscious of many of the

aforementioned ideas and how they ultimately informed my
writing.

I now see more clearly how they developed,

themes continued and transformed.

how

I am most struck by "For
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the Off"— the title story and the only one that appears
chronologically

(last).

While the other stories have gone

through their additions and deletions,
process,

during this

characters and situations remained similar.

the Off", however,
story,

usually,

inspired,

"For

began as a Scottish family Christmas

in part, by Lorrie Moore's "Charades" from

Birds of America.

I had written almost twenty pages of the

story from the perspective of a young woman outside the
family, when I stopped.

I was stuck.

Truman Capote once said,

"Finishing a book is just

like you took a child out in the backyard and shot it."2

At

the same time I was struggling with the end of this story,
I received a rejection letter from The New Quarterly.

Kim

Jernigan wrote,

"The

in part,

of "An Unkindness of Ravens":

woman, whose feelings are most transparent,

is not

particularly sympathetic...."
Though I don't entirely agree with Jernigan's
assessment of the narrator in "Ravens",

I suddenly realized

that I was tired of the twenty-something female lead.
killed her, tore up
McLaughlin,

(most)

of my pages and created Francis

sixty-something retiree.

When any writer writes,
herself.

So I

her audience,

first of all,

I've told my own students if you're bored with
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what you're writing,
too.

chances are your reader will be bored

Killing my story was a significant step.

Understanding that I could,
for most criticism.
A n d praise is nice,
grow as a writer.

I knew I had skin thick enough

So many writers want pats on the back.
sure, but without criticism one can't
And if you don't want to develop,

can you take it seriously?

how

How can you call yourself a

writer?
After myself,
somewhat,

well, writing a thesis,

for my committee.

I do write,

Having taken time off from

university, what I believe many under the academic umbrella
don't realize is that to write and have a workshop,
professor,

peers,

a

and a committee look at the writing is a

rare glimpse at that thing all writers must be aware of and
don't get on their own— an opinion from an audience.
Because each professor,

each peer,

is a hundred,

thousand people who may read your writing.

even a

Again,

the

writer who ignores these opinions is ignoring her audience,
and will,

ultimately,

never publish

(if that's the goal).

I write for people who love to read.

I love to write,

and that love must surely transfer to the text,
readers will hopefully absorb.

a sense my

When one loves to write,

doesn't matter what one writes; people will want to read

2 A popular quotation from Capote,

found on several web sites.
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it.

Richard Teleky said of a poem I'd written in m y fourth

year class,

normally I don't care about teenaged girls,

you've made me care.

but

Peter Carey, when asked why people

around the world would want to read stories about
Australia,

responded that if the story is good, people will

want to read it

(Writers and C o m pan y) .

Admittedly,

I've been a stranger to short story town

twice, when I started reading them heartily almost ten
years ago,

and last year, when I dedicated m y time to

writing them.

But the journey of writing short stories

isn't necessarily a straight road,

as Alice Munro stated in

her essay "What is Real?":
...I don't take up a story and follow it as if it were a
road,

taking me somewhere, with views and neat

diversions along the way.

I go into it and move back

and forth and settle here and there,
for a while.

and stay in it

It's more like a house.

what a house does,

Everybody knows

how it encloses space and makes

connections between one enclosed space and another and
presents what is outside in a new way....

So when I

write a story I want to make a certain kind of
structure,

and I know the feeling I want to get from

being inside that structure

(224).
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Lorrie Moore's main character in her story "People
Like That are the Only People Here",

debates with her

husband whether to write a story about their baby's cancer
"You know,

in a way, this is the kind of thing

you've always written about",

[says the Husband].

"You are really something,
is life.

This isn't a

you know that?

This

'kind of thing'."

"But this is the kind of thing that fiction is:
it's the unlivable life,
the house,

the strange room tacked onto

the extra moon that is circling the earth

unbeknownst to science"

(235).

Writing this thesis, working on each story has been
like inhabiting a room,

like dwelling in an apartment I

know but is somehow altered.

I have felt often like Fiona

in my story "Some Just Ski and Shoot", when she finally
returns to the apartment she once shared with her ex:
It was like coming back from vacation to a robbery,
though nothing had been stolen.
and invaded,

like a magician had just disappeared.

This was not her oxygen.
nothing— ignored Fiona,
duplicates.

The air felt smoky

All her furniture said

or seemed replaced by

Maybe she had expected her hanging

clothes to reach out and hug her, but the shirts were
motionless in the closet.
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To be a writer is to accept the work and challenge of
being part of and separate from the world,

to inhabit the

planet differently.

Even what we're familiar with

produces challenges.

As Peter Carey said in The Globe and

Mail,

"The business of writing is to fail everyday,

anyway...[it requires]

a monstrous will"

(Hampson R3) .

Which leads me, on this strange journey,
question, why bother?

"It's all what we want," Francis

tells Lawrence in "For the Off."
do."

I leave Francis hanging,

at the end of the story.
conclusion,
way,

back to the

"We make decisions.

literally and figuratively

Clare Hanson says of this type of

"...no novel could,

I contend,

end in quite this

on such a note of...suspended animation.

It is

appropriate to conclude perhaps that if...the 'first law'
literature is that

We

of

'it remains its own essential o b j e c t ' ,

then it is only the text

(not the character...) which can

here locate itself as the legitimate object of its own
desire... (w/ qtn.

from Tzvetan Todorov 31).

The conclusion of my degree, my thesis,
statement, my defence,

is not a conclusion.

this
It is part of

the next step of one of two stories: a person goes on a
journey,

or a stranger comes to town.

find more short stories,

I will leave and

and though they need not be long,

I will need some time to get there.
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